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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Magnetron sputtering plasmas and its
recent applications

Sputtering plasma is a well known and establised technique for deposit-

ing a thin film of various materials. This technique has been studied

and applied industrially for more than 100 years. Sputtering phenom-

ena in a glow discharge device was firstly reported in 1852 by W. R.

Grove [1]. It is phenomena when ions bombard the cathode surface

and physically eject particles of the cathode material. The sputtered

particles are then transported through space and deposite on a sub-

strate to form a thin film. A mean number of sputtered particles per

single ion incident is called sputtering yield. Althought the sputtering

yields are different, the sputtering technique is applicable for various

kind of materials. Therefore, the sputtering technique is a promising

technique for depositing film in various application areas. The sput-

tering plasma has been seriously applied for film deposition since the

high–vacuum systems were introduced commercially [2–9].

The most basic concept for producing a sputtering plasma is by

appliying a high negative direct–current (dc) voltage to a planar sput-

tering target. A planar substrate is placed at a few centimeters away.

These electrodes are housed in a vacuum chamber in which an inert

gas, normally argon gas, is introduced at a specified pressure. An ener-

getic electrons from the cathode collide with argon atoms in the space
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and produce argon ions as well as more electrons. The argon ions are

thus accelerated toward the biased cathode and bombard the target

surface to eject the target atoms. They may also produce a secondary

electrons which are responsible for sustaining the discharge. The sput-

tered target atoms are transported through the discharge space and

land on the planar substrate to form a thin film. This dc sputtering

system is valid for the conductive target but not for an insulator target.

However, an invention of high frequency (rf) sputtering system in the

mid 20th century realized the deposition of insulating thin films. The

rf sputtering system using a rf power supply resulted in efficient sput-

tering of insulator targets. In addition, the superimposition of reactive

gas such as oxygen and nitrogen to the working gas was introduced for

depositing oxide and nitride films, which is known as reactive sputter-

ing. As a result, the sputtering system has been applied for various

film fabrications and coating applications. Inspite of their great per-

fomance of fabricating various materials, one of the drawbacks of a

general sputtering technique was the slow deposition rate in compari-

son with the vacuum evaporation technique, which is firstly developed

for the coating technology. This is because general sputtering plasmas

needed to be operated at a relatively high gas pressure, typically a few

tens of mTorr [6,10,11].

In order to increase the deposition rate, sputtering deposition using

a lower gas pressure is preferable. A magnetron sputtering system has

been developed as a modified system to sustain the plasma discharge

at a lower discharge power and a lower gas pressure. Due to a less sig-

nificant collision between sputtered atoms and inert gas molecules, the

magnetron sputtering plasma has drastically increased the deposition

rate. A typical magnetron sputtering sources consists of a permanent

magnet behind the sputtering target. This permanent magnet captures

the electrons by the E×B effect and confines electrons in the vicinity of

the target, resulting in a higher collision probability between electrons

and inert gas atoms, normally argon. As a result, a larger amount of
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argon ions are produced at a lower discharge power and a lower gas

pressure (a few mTorr). Magnetron sputtering system is a system that

is easy to design and have a good deposition rates with excellent film

uniformity. High surface smoothness and adhesion can be achived over

a large area. The lower gas pressure in the chamber is also helpful to

obtain a clean and good film properties. The so called conventional

magnetron type was introduced in 1974 by J. S. Chapin [12]. After

that, several types of modified magnetron system have been developed

rapidly, such as an unbalanced magnetron (late 1980s) and a multi–

source ‘closed–field’ magnetron (early 1990s) [13–17].

Nowadays, the thin film deposition using magnetron sputtering has

been applied in a wide range of industrial field. Their development

has been forced by the increasing demand for the high quality and the

material variability. In the microelectronic industries, the magnetron

sputtering deposition technology is vitally important for manufactur-

ing ultra–large scale integrated circuits (ULSIs). In the fabrication of

ULSIs, which require a few hundreds of processing steps in total, mag-

netron sputtering deposition is used for the formation of metal wiring

circuits and interconnections. The fabrication process of metal wiring

circuits and interconnections is called Damascene technique and the

process flow is as follow. Firstly, narrow trenches and holes are cre-

ated into the dieletric by using the dry-etching process. Secondly, the

electro-plating technique is used to fill the trenches and holes with

the wiring metal, which is copper (Cu) or aluminium (Al). Lastly,

the chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) is used to planarize the film

surface [18–24].

Before the trenches and holes are filled with the wiring metal by the

electro-plating technique, it is necessary to deposite a barrier and seed

layers on the side wall and the bottom of the trenches and holes. The

barrier layer, which is also known as a diffusion barrier layer, is used for

preventing diffusion of metal materials into the dielectric. Normally,

titanium (Ti) and titanium nitride (TiN) are used as the barrier layer
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against the Al wiring, and tantalum (Ta) and tantalum nitiride (TaN)

are used as the barrier layer againts the Cu wiring. On the other hand,

seed layer is a layer that is necessary before the electro-plating process,

and it is made by the same material as the wiring materials such as Al

and Cu. Magnetron sputtering deposition is widely used to deposite

both the barrier and seed layers because of the good film’s quality and

conformality.

Recently, the width sizes of trenches and holes in ULSIs shrink to

below 100 nm, and the aspect ratio of trenches and holes increase,

where aspect ratio (AR) is defined as the depth of a feature divided

by its width. As shown in Fig. 1.1(a), the shrinking of the feature size

leads us to the problem that the deposition of sputtered atoms with

a broad angular distribution concentrates at the top of the pattern,

resulting in a significant overhang. Therefore, the deposition of barrier

and seed layers using the conventional magnetron sputtering becomes

more challenging and problematic. A new approach for metal film

deposition that meets the requirement of the microelectronics industry

is required.

1.2 Ionized physical vapor deposition

There are numbers of ways that have been reported to improve the

sputtering deposition technique for the deposition inside high aspect

ratio features. They are collimated sputter deposition [25, 26], long-

throw sputter deposition [27,28] and ionized sputter deposition [21,29].

The basic objective of these techniques is to improve the directionality

of depositing radicals while passing through the narrow trenches and

holes. If the radicals reach the bottom of narrow trenches and holes, a

conformal metal layer deposition is achieved. The collimated sputter

deposition and long-throw sputter deposition are the deposition based

on neutral atoms, whereas ionized sputter deposition is the deposition

based on ions. It have been reported that these techniques can improve
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Figure 1.1: (a) Illustration shows a concentration of film at the frontage
of narrow trench due to a broad angular distribution of sputtered
atoms. (b) A standard way of ionizing the sputtered atoms in plasma.

the deposition profile inside narrow trenches and holes. However, there

are several problems that need to be considered and studied.

The basic concept, advantage and disadvantages of these techniques

are summarized in Table 1.1. As shown in Table 1.1, the collimated

sputter deposition has a weak point of poor deposition rate, which

is caused by the existence of a physical filter infront the substrate.

The long-throw sputter deposition has a weak point where the films

deposited on the bottom of trenches or holes at the edge of the wafer

are nonsymmetric. It is clearly understood that deposition technique

based on the neutral metal atoms are limited due to the incontrolability

the direction of neutral atoms. On the other hand, the technique

approached by ionized sputter deposition is better than the others

because of the directionality of ions. In ionized sputter deposition

or also known as ionized physical vapor deposition (IPVD), one can

control the direction and the energy of ions with the helps of the sheath

between the substrate and the plasma [30–32].

In IPVD technique, the sputtered atoms are ionized in the gas phase

of sputtering plasma and are accelerated toward the substrate by the
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Table 1.1: Comparison of several sputter deposition techniques.

Technique � Basic concept, } advantage and
N disadvantage

Collimated sputter de-
position

� The broad angular of sputtered
atoms are filtered by means of an ad-
sorbing directional filter known as a
collimator. The collimator is placed
between the target and the wafer.

} Easiest way to deposite the sputtered
atoms at normal direction.

N The deposition rate is reduced due to
the existance of the collimator.

N Frequent cleaning of the collimator is
needed.

Long–throw sputter
deposition

� The distance between the target and
the substrate is lengthened to approx-
imately 300 mm, which is about 4
times longer than the standart dis-
tance.

} Simple to construct and less mainte-
nance problem.

N Requires a very low–pressure opera-
tion.

N Films deposited on the bottom of
trenches and holes at the edge of the
wafer are nonsymmetric.

Ionized sputter deposi-
tion

� Deposition using mostly metal ions,
rather than metal neutrals. Metal
ions are accelerated toward the wafer
at the normal incidence.

} The deposition flux and the direction
of metal ions are controllable.

N A large number of metal ions is es-
sentially needed.

N Understanding on the ionization pro-
cesses of metal atoms in plasmas are
poor.
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sheath electric field between the substrate and the plasma. This results

in a directional deposition of a metal film which eventually enables a

conformal formation of barrier and seed layers on the surfaces of narrow

trenches and holes. In addition, it has been demonstrated that the

IPVD technique improves the quality of thin films [33]. A key of the

succesful IPVD technique is the efficient ionization of metal atoms in

sputtering plasmas. Over the last few years, various approaches have

been reported to increase the ionization rate of sputtered metal atoms.

For example, a high degree of ionization of sputtered metal atoms was

achieved by,

• superposing a secondary inductively coupled plasma (ICP) by

placing an rf coil between the target and the substrate [21,22].

• superposing a highly ionized electron cyclotron resonance (ECR)

plasma between the target and the substrate [34,35].

• operating a magnetron sputtering at a significantly high power

level [36–38].

The superposition of a rf coil into the sputtering plasmas is now

a standard way of IPVD technique. A schematic diagram of this sys-

tem is shown in Fig. 1.1(b). The rf coil is generally driven at 13.56

MHz using an rf power supply. Sputtered metal atoms are ionized in

the dense plasma created by the rf coil. In general, it is found that

the ionization ratio of metal atoms increases with the rf power and the

pressure. However, the superposition of the rf coil has a problem in the

instability of the plasma, the maintenance of the rf antenna and the

particles contamination. More recently, a high power impulse mag-

netron sputtering plasma (HIPIMS) has been developed to produce

high plasma density and eventually obtains highly ionized metal plas-

mas. This technique has been demonstrated to be useful for depositing

metal layers inside narrow features and improved target utilization [37].

In HIPIMS technique, one have to design a pulsed power supply with
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a high power output. Although the ionization ratio of metal atoms in

HIPIMS increased during the pulse, the HIPIMS suffers severely from

its low deposition rate in comparison to the conventional dc magnetron

sputtering [39].

On the other hand, it has been reported, that conformal deposition

is also possible by using a high–pressure operation of a conventional dc

magnetron sputtering source with no additional plasma [40–45]. This

result suggests that the high gas pressure enhances ionization of metal

atoms in plasma. Therefore, we believed that this is the simplest way

for ionizing metal atoms in plasmas with no additional renovation of

the existing sputtering system. The present study focuses on the IPVD

technique using a conventional magnetron sputtering plasma operated

at a relatively high gas pressure.

There are several advantages and disadvantages of high–pressure

sputtering plasmas. The advantage as the enhancement of the ioniza-

tion fraction of sputtered atoms has been discussed in many reports

and review papers [23,30,38,43–45]. In those studies where the sputter-

ing plasmas were typically assisted with the superposition of rf coil, it

have been shown that the high–pressure sputtering plasmas enhanced

the sputtering plasma density and the residence time of the sputtered

atoms. As a result, the probability of the ionization of the sputtered

atoms increased. In addition, the high–pressure sputtering plasma is

also useful for controlling the energetic radicals during the film de-

position [46, 47]. Therefore, the high–pressure sputtering plasma is

applicable for depositing the thin films of various properties on various

types of substrate.

On the other hand, the disadvantages of high-pressure sputtering

plasmas are as (1) the deposition rate reduces significantly, and (2)

there is a possibility of a generation of dusty particles in high-pressure

sputtering plasmas [48–50]. These disadvantages will be discussed in

more details in chapters 3 and 6 of this thesis. In addition, it is well

known that the thin films deposited by high–pressure plasmas are al-
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ways rough and porous [51]. These disadvantages may severely affect

the application of high–pressure sputtering plasmas to the ULSIs’ inter-

connects fabrication. Therefore, in order to optimize the high–pressure

magnetron sputtering plasmas for IPVD process, a special attention

to these disadvantages is necessary.

1.3 Objective of this study

As mentioned, the IPVD technique is a promising technique for thin

film deposition for the next–generation ULSIs. In order to optimize

this technique, the understanding of ionization ratio and ionization

processes of metal atoms in the gas phase of sputtering plasmas is es-

sential. The objective of this study is to investigate the ionization ratio

and the ionization mechanisms of metal atoms in high–pressure mag-

netron sputtering plasmas. In this study, a dc magnetron sputtering

plasma is mainly produced using titanium (Ti) as the sputering target

and argon (Ar) as the discharge gas. The spatial distributions of Ti

atoms and Ti+ ions in magnetron sputtering plasmas are visualized

by using laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) imaging spectrocopy. The

LIF imaging spectroscopy is an advanced technique for the diagnostics

of processing plasmas. Details of this measurement technique are de-

scribed in chapter 2. The spatial distributions of Ti and Ti+ densities

in various discharge conditions will be investigated. Since the ground

states of Ti and Ti+ are composed of several sublevels, the spatial dis-

tributions of each sublevel are measured separately. The measurement

results gave us a basic idea on the influence of the discharge condition

on the ionization ratio Ti+/Ti.

After the spatial distribution of the ionization ratio was under-

stood, a sample patterned SiO2 substrate was placed in the sputtering

plasma, and the Ti thin film was deposited. The deposition samples

were prepared at various conditions and the correlation between the

deposition profile inside narrow trenches and the gas phase diagnostics
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was investigated. An optimum condition for the fabrication process of

ULSIs’ interconnects using high–pressure magnetron sputtering plas-

mas was proposed.

Although several works reported that the magnetron sputtering

plasma operated at relatively high gas pressure enhances the density

ratio of metal ions to metal atoms in plasma, the ionization mechanisms

of metal atoms are not well studied. In the present study, several

experiments were carried out to investigate the production processes

of Ti+ in high–pressure magnetron sputtering plasmas. The spatial

distributions of plasma density and electron temperature in magnetron

sputtering plasmas were evaluated using a Langmuir probe. Based

on the results, the contribution of electron impact ionization to the

production processes of Ti+ is discussed. A contribution of Penning

ionization is also discussed by measuring the distribution of Ar atom

density at a metastable state using the LIF imaging spectroscopy. In

addition, in order to investigate the ionization mechanisms of Ti in

more detail, the temporal variations of Ti, Ti+ and Ti and Ar at a

metastable states in pulse–modulated rf magnetron sputtering plasmas

were measured. The influence of the discharge gases on the ionization

efficiencies of Ti was examined from the distributions of Ti and Ti+

densities in Ar, Kr and Xe dc magnetron sputtering plasmas.

On the other hand, many computer studies have been carried out

to simulate the deposition profile of metal films inside trenches and

holes for optimizing the deposition profile inside narrow patterns. In

such simulation studies, a key parameter is the sticking probability

of metal atoms on the surface of a substrate during the growth of

film. The deposition profile and the deposition rate are significantly

affected by the value of sticking probability of metal atoms. In spite

of the importance of the sticking probability of metal atoms, to our

knowledge, it has never been examined experimentally to date. In the

present study, the sticking probability of Ti atoms was evaluated from

the density distribution measured by LIF imaging spectroscopy and a
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diffusion model proposed by P. J. Chantry [52].

Lastly, a possible drawback of high–pressure magnetron sputtering

plasma is discussed. It is a risk of the formation of particulates or dusty

particles in high–pressure magnetron sputtering plasmas. Particulates

contamination is a serious problem in the fabrication of ULSIs. To

date, major efforts have been done to investigate the phenomena of

particulates contamination in dry etching and chemical vapor depo-

sition [53–59]. However, the particulates in sputtering plasmas are

not well studied. During the application of sputtering plasmas in the

ULSI’s fabrication, the generation of particulates in plasmas should

be avoided. In contrast to the ULSI’s contamination, the synthesis of

metal nanoparticles with a controlled size is a new research area. Re-

cently, numerous applications of metal and metal oxide nanoparticles

have been reviewed by many researchers in nano- and bio-technology

areas [60–64]. Therefore, an investigation on the production mecha-

nisms of particulates is a subject of interest. In the present work, the

generation of metal particulates in high–pressure magnetron sputter-

ing plasmas is detected using a laser light scattering technique. We

investigate the influences of the discharge running time and the dis-

charge conditions on the production of particulates in high–pressure

magnetron sputtering plasmas. The mean size and the density of par-

ticulates were estimated from the scattering intensities at two laser

wavelengths.

1.4 Overview of this thesis

This thesis is composed of seven chapters. In the first chapter, the

magnetron sputtering plasmas and its recent applications, especially

in the microelectronics industry, are introduced. The deposition tech-

nique using ionized physical vapor deposition (IPVD), which is pro-

posed for depositing thin film inside narrow features is emphasized.

The IPVD technique utilizing high–pressure magnetron sputtering is
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also introduced.

In the second chapter, the spatial distributions of Ti and Ti+ den-

sities are measured by LIF imaging spectroscopy. The absolute Ti

and Ti+ densities are calibrated using an ultraviolet absorption spec-

troscopy (UVAS). Since the ground state of Ti and Ti+ are composed of

several sublevels, the populations of Ti and Ti+ sublevels are measured

separately. The total Ti and Ti+ densities are evaluated by summing

the populations of Ti and Ti+ sublevels, respectively. The aim of this

chapter is to clarify the spatial distributions of Ti and Ti+ densities in

various discharge powers and discharge pressures.

In the third chapter, a patterned SiO2 substrate is placed in the

sputtering plasma and the Ti thin film is deposited. The deposition

profiles in narrow trenches are observed using scanning electron micro-

scopes (SEM), and their charateristics as functions of discharge pres-

sure and target–to–substrate distance are investigated. The correlation

between the deposition profile and the gas phase diagnostics shown in

chapter 2 is described.

In the fourth chapter, the ionization mechanisms of Ti in high–

pressure magnetron sputtering plasmas are intensively studied. The

plasma density and the electron temperature are measured using a

Langmuir probe. The spatial distribution of Ar density at a metastable

state (ArM) is measured by LIF imaging spectroscopy. From the mea-

surements of the plasma density, the electron temperature and the

ArM density, the contributions of electron impact ionization and Pen-

ning ionization to the production of Ti+ in the sputtering plasmas are

discussed. In order to investigate the production processes of Ti+ in

sputtering plasmas in more details, the magnetron sputtering plasmas

are produced using a pulse–modulated rf power supply. The temporal

variations of Ti, Ti at a metastable state (TiM), Ti+ and ArM densities

in pulse–modulated rf magnetron sputtering plasmas are measured by

LIF imaging spectroscopy. In addition, the temporal variations of the

optical emission intesities from Ti, Ti+ and ArM are observed by means
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of optical emission spectroscopy. In addition, in order to investigate

the influence of discharge gas on the ionization efficiency of Ti, the

distributions of Ti and Ti+ densities in Ar, Kr and Xe dc magnetron

sputtering plasmas are measured.

In the fifth chapter, the sticking probability of Ti atoms during the

film deposition is evaluted from the spatial distribution of the Ti den-

sity and a diffusion model. In the diffusion model, we substitute a gas

temperature evaluated from the Doppler profile of ArM. This chapter

is dedicated to give an experimental value of the sticking probability

of metal atoms, which is extremely important in simulation studies of

film deposition.

In the sixth chapter, the generation of particulates in high–pressure

magnetron sputtering plasma is detected by a laser light scattering

technique. The magnetron sputtering plamas are produced using a Cu

target, and the temporal evolution of the spatial distributions of Cu

particulates after the plasma ignition are measured. The influence of

the discharge condition on the spatial distribution of Cu particulates

is investigated. The mean size and the density of Cu particulates is

evaluated from the scattered intensities at two laser wavelengths.

The summary of this thesis is given in the seventh chapter. Some

future works such as the investigation of the ionization mechanisms

of metal atoms in high–pressure magnetron sputtering plasmas and

the productions of metal nanoparticles using high–pressure magnetron

sputtering plasmas are also discussed.
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Chapter 2

Spatial distributions of Ti and Ti+

densities in magnetron sputtering
plasmas

2.1 Introduction

In order to optimize the IPVD technique, it is important to evaluate

the ratio of the metal ion to atom densities since a high ion concen-

tration is necessary to obtain the directional deposition inside narrow

trenches and holes. Several numerical simulations and experiments

have been carried out to study the spatial density distributions of

atoms and ions in sputtering plasmas [1–8]. In many experiments,

only excited particles or only the one–dimentional distributions of the

ground–state particles were investigated. In the present work, the

two–dimensional spatial distributions of Ti and Ti+ densities in mag-

netron sputtering plasmas were measured by laser-induced fluorescene

(LIF) imaging spectroscopy combined with ultraviolet absorption spec-

troscopy (UVAS). In addition, since the ground states of Ti and Ti+ are

composed of several sublevels [9], the populations of the sublevels were

evaluated separately. The total densities of Ti and Ti+ were obtained

by summing the populations of the sublevels. The spatial distribu-

tions of Ti and Ti+ densities were investigated at various discharge

conditions.
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2.2 Experimental setup

Figure 2.1 shows the experimental apparatus. A magnetron sputtering

source was inserted from the top of a cylindrical chamber. The cylin-

drical chamber consists of four large viewports and had a diameter of

16 cm and a length of 18 cm. The magnetron sputtering source was

a conventional one with cylidrical permanent magnets on an indirect

water cooling system. The schematic diagram of the magnetron sput-

tering source is shown in Fig. 2.2. The strength of the magnetic field

on the cylindrical axis was the maximum value of 120 mT on the tar-

get. It decayed steeply with the distance from the target, and was 4

mT at a distance of 2 cm from the target. A yoke was placed behind

the permanent magnet in order to increase the magnetic field intensity

infront of the target. The Ti target size was 5 cm in diameter. Base

pressure of the vacuum chamber was approximately 10−7 Torr, which

was obtained by evacuating the chamber using the combination of a

turbomolecular and an oil rotary pumps. Sputtering plasmas were pro-

duced by direct–current (dc) magnetron discharges and the discharge

gas was Ar. The gas pressure was controlled using a gate valve near the

pumping unit and it was measured using a capacitance manometer.

2.2.1 Laser–induced fluorescence spectroscopy

The LIF imaging spectroscopy is a powerful and advanced technique

for measuring a radical density with high spatial and temporal res-

olutions. This technique has been applied in a diagnostic of various

types of plasmas [10–14,17]. In the present study, the two–dimensional

LIF imaging spectroscopy technique was used to visualized the spatial

distributions of the Ti and Ti+ densities. Tunable laser pulses yielded

from an optical parametric oscillator (OPO, Spectra–Physics) were in-

jected into plasmas in front of the Ti target. The tunable laser beam

was arranged to have a planar shape by using two cylindrical lenses.

The width and the thickness of the planar beam were 80 and 2 mm,
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of magnetron source.
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respectively. The wavelength of the OPO laser were tuned to excite

Ti and Ti+ in plasmas at their resonant wavelength. Excited Ti and

Ti+ yielded fluorescence on the planar laser beam, and the pictures

of the fluorescence images were taken by a gated charge–coupled de-

vice (CCD) camera with an image intensifier (ICCD: Princeton Instru-

ments). The gate width of the ICCD camera was adjusted (approxi-

mately tens to hundreds ns) depends on the LIF emission lifetime, so

that the LIF intensity was maximum. The tones of the fluorescence

images represented the two dimensional distributions of the Ti and

Ti+ densities at their initial states. Interference filters were placed to

separate the fluorescence from the stray lights and self–emissions from

plasmas. In this way the two–dimensional distributions of the Ti and

Ti+ densities in the plasmas were obtained. The influence of the slight

distribution of the laser intensity on the modulation of the LIF inten-

sity was negligible since the laser intensity was strong enough to satu-

rate the LIF intensity. It is known that the ground states of Ti (a3FJ)

and Ti+ (a4FJ) are composed of three and four sublevels, respectively.

Therefore, the densities of the Ti and Ti+ sublevels were measured

separately. The energy levels and the wavelengths used in the present

LIF imaging spectroscopy are summarized in Table 2.1 [9,12,18,19].

Table 2.1: Energy levels and wavelengths of Ti (a3FJ) and Ti+ (a4FJ)
used in LIF imaging spectroscopy.

Particle Initial
state

Excitation
wavelength

Excited
state

Fluorescence
wavelength

Final
state

Ti a3F2 293.352 nm v3F o
3 445.532 nm b3F3

Ti a3F3 294.838 nm v3F o
3 445.532 nm b3F3

Ti a3F4 295.618 nm v3F o
4 445.743 nm b3F4

Ti+ a4F3/2 324.198 nm z4F o
3/2

334.034 nm b4F3/2

Ti+ a4F5/2 323.904 nm z4F o
5/2

334.672 nm b4F7/2

Ti+ a4F7/2 323.657 nm z4F o
7/2

334.377 nm b4F9/2

Ti+ a4F9/2 323.452 nm z4F o
9/2

334.294 nm b4F9/2
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2.2.2 Ultraviolet absorption spectroscopy

The density distributions of Ti and Ti+ obtained by the LIF mea-

surements do not provide us with the absolute densities. The UVAS

measurements were carried out to determine the absolute densities of

Ti and Ti+. Figure 2.3 shows the experimental setup for the UVAS

measurement. The light from a hollow cathode Ti lamp was arranged

to be a collimated beam and was launched into the plasmas. The emis-

sion transmitted through the plasma was detected using a multichannel

detector via a monochromator.

The absorption transitions of Ti from the sublevels are 363.55 nm

(a3F2 → y3Go
3), 364.27 nm (a3F3 → y3Go

4) and 365.35 nm (a3F4 →

y3Go
5). A conventional theory was adopted to evaluate the absolute

line–integrated density from absorption [20, 21]. The local Ti density

was determined by comparing the line–integrated absolute density with

the distribution of the relative Ti density measured by LIF imaging

spectroscopy. In addition, it should be noted that natural Ti has five

isotopes which allow for isotope shift and hyperfine structure of the

Ti line profiles. However, it have been clarified that their components
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were very weak so that the absorption measurement and the Doppler

profile assumption in the present study is not affected by it [23,24].

Although we also tried to detect emissions from Ti+ in the hollow

cathode lamp to evaluate the absolute densities of Ti+ sublevels, we

detected the emission only at 323.66 nm (a4F7/2 → z4F o
7/2

). This was

because of the weak intensity of the hollow cathode lamp. Hence,

the densities of the sublevels of Ti+ (a4FJ) other than J=7/2 were

estimated by considering the transition probabilities of the transitions

employed in the LIF measurement [18]. The relative LIF intesity is

proportional to the product of the particle density in the initial state

and the transition probability from the excited state.

2.3 Spatial distributions of Ti (a3FJ) den-
sity with different total angular mo-
mentums

Figure 2.4 shows the emission spectrum from the hollow cathode lamp

in the wavelength from 363 to 366 nm. The distance between the

target surface and the collimated lamp beam was 3.5 cm. The plasmas

were produced at a discharge power of 75 W and an Ar gas pressures

of 50 and 100 mTorr. The emission indicated by a3FJ (J=2,3,4) are

the resonant transitions of Ti. Energy level of a3F2, a3F3 and a3F4 are

corresponding to 0.0, 0.02 and 0.05 eV, respectively. It is clearly shown

in Fig. 2.4(a) and 2.4(b) that the intensities of the resonant transitions

transmitted through the plasma are weaker than those without the

plasma, while the intensities of the other emissions are not weakened

by the plasma. The line–integrated densities of the sublevels were

calculated from the absorptions, by assuming a temperature of 300

K for Ti atoms in the plasma. This assumption may be reasonable

since the measurement is carried out in the downstream plasma with

a distance of 3.5 cm from the target surface.

In order to evaluate the local absolute Ti density, the line–integrated
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density measured by UVAS was compared with the distribution of the

relative density measured by LIF. The distribution of the Ti density

measured by LIF was integrated numerically along the measurement

chord of UVAS. The comparisons between the absolute line densities

and the relative line densities of the sublevels are plotted in Fig. 2.5.

As shown in the figure, proportional relationships were found between

the absolute line densities and the relative line densities. The distribu-

tions of the relative Ti densities obtained by LIF were thus calibrated,

and the local absolute densities of the sublevels were evaluated.

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the two–dimensional distributions of the

absolute Ti densities of the sublevels. The discharge power was 75

W and the Ar gas pressures were 50 and 100 mTorr. The shapes

of the density distributions of the sublevels were almost the same.

However, the absolute densities of the sublevels were slightly different

at different J numbers. The absolute densities at r=0 cm and z=0.5,

2 and 5 cm (r and z stand for the radial position and the distance from

the target, respectively) and the population ratios are summarized in

Table 2.2. The results indicate that the Ti (a3FJ) density with J=2

contributed more than half of the total densties at all positions and

discharge conditions.

Figure 2.8 shows one–dimensional distributions of the sublevels and

the total Ti densities along the symmetric axis. The discharge power

was 75 W and the Ar gas pressures were 50 and 100 mTorr. The origin

of the horizontal axis corresponds to the target surface. The results

clearly indicate that the peak positions of the Ti density were indepen-

dent of the sublevels at both the discharge conditions. Figure 2.8(a)

shows that at an Ar pressure of 50 mTorr, a broad distribution of the

Ti density was observed in front of the target. However, at an Ar

pressure of 100 mTorr, the Ti density had a high peak in front of the

target, and decreased exponentially with the distance from the target,

as shown in Fig. 2.8(b). The total Ti density at both the discharge

conditions ranged between 1×1010 and 5×1011 cm−3.
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A temperature can be evaluated by plotting the population ratio

shown in Table 2.2 with respect to their energies. The populations were

roughly approximated by Boltzmann distributions, and it is given by

N1

N0

=
g1

g0

exp[−
E1 − E0

kT
], (2.1)

where N , g and E are the density, the statistical weight and the en-

ergy of the sublevels, respectively. Then k is the Boltzmann constant

and T is the temperature. Figure 2.9 shows the evaluated tempera-

ture distribution along the symmetric axis. As a result, at an Ar gas

pressure of 50 mTorr, the temperature was almost constant at 380 K

in the entire discharge space. When the Ar gas pressure was increased

to 100 mTorr, the temperature decreased to a constant value of 320 K.

There are no specific explanation for these temperature, but since the

temperatures obtained were roughly close to the room temperature,

these temperatures were assumed to be attributed to the temperature

of Ti atoms in plasmas.

In a conventional magnetron sputtering plasmas, the hot plasma

region is located near the target surface. Therefore, the constant distri-

bution of the Ti temperature in Fig. 2.9 was not understandable. The

constant distribution was may be due to the error occurred during the

evaluation of the absolute Ti densities at different J numbers by the

absorption spectroscopy technique. However, as shown in Fig. 2.9, the

Ti temperature decreased when the discharge gas pressure increased

from 50 mTorr to 100 mTorr. This result is reasonably understood

because the mean free path of the sputtered Ti atoms decreases with

the increasing gas pressure.
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Figure 2.6: The spatial distributions of Ti a3FJ densities. The dis-
charge power was 75 W and the Ar gas pressure was 50 mTorr.
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Figure 2.7: The spatial distributions of Ti a3FJ densities. The dis-
charge power was 75 W and the Ar gas pressure was 100 mTorr.
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Figure 2.8: One-dimensional distribution of the Ti (a3FJ) densities.
The discharge power was 75 W and the Ar gas pressures were 50 and
100 mTorr.
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Table 2.2: Density populations of Ti (a3FJ) and population ratios for
various distance from target. The discharge power was 75 W and the
Ar gas pressures were 50 and 100 mTorr.

(a) Ar gas pressure: 50 mTorr

Distance a3F2 a3F3 a3F4 Total density a3F2:a
3F3:a

3F4

0.5 cm 2.3×1011 8.8×1010 8.5×1010 4.0×1011 1.0:0.38:0.39
2.0 cm 2.4×1011 9.0×1010 8.3×1010 4.1×1011 1.0:0.38:0.35
5.0 cm 1.2×1011 6.1×1010 4.6×1010 2.3×1011 1.0:0.51:0.38

(b) Ar gas pressure: 100 mTorr

Distance a3F2 a3F3 a3F4 Total density a3F2:a
3F3:a

3F4

0.5 cm 3.3×1011 1.2×1011 9.7×1010 5.5×1011 1.0:0.36:0.29
2.0 cm 2.6×1011 9.1×1010 6.1×1010 4.1×1011 1.0:0.35:0.23
5.0 cm 1.3×1011 3.8×1010 1.8×1010 1.9×1011 1.0:0.29:0.14
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Figure 2.9: One-dimensional distribution of temperature evaluated
from the population ratios of Ti a3FJ . The discharge power was 75
W and the Ar gas pressures were 50 and 100 mTorr.
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2.4 Spatial distributions of Ti+ (a4FJ) den-
sity with different total angular mo-
mentums

As mentioned previously, the emissions from Ti+ in the hollow cath-

ode Ti lamp was weak, so that the emission intensities corresponding

to the a4FJ state with J=3/2, 5/2 and 9/2 were below the detection

limit. Only the emission at 323.66 nm corresponding to the transition

of a4F7/2 ← z4F o
7/2

was detected, and the absolute density of Ti+ at

the a4F7/2 state was detemined. The comparison between the absolute

line density measured by UVAS and the relative line density obtained

by LIF is shown in Fig. 2.10. The local absolute density of the a4F7/2

state was evaluated from the proportional relationship. On the other

hand, the LIF measurement was so sensitive that the distributions of

the densities of the a4FJ states with J=3/2, 5/2, 7/2 and 9/2 were

detected by LIF. Since a sufficient saturation is expected for the exci-

tation transitions of LIF because of the intense OPO laser beam, the

population ratio of the a4FJ states were evaluated by considering the

transition probabilities of the fluorescence transitions and the LIF sig-

nal intensities [18]. The absolute densities of a4FJ (J=3/2, 5/2 and

9/2) states were estimated from the absolute density of the a4FJ states

and the population ratio.

Figures 2.11 and 2.12 show the two–dimensional distributions of

the Ti+ densities at the a4FJ states. The discharge power was 75 W

and the Ar gas pressures were 50 and 100 mTorr. The shapes of the

density distributions of the Ti+ sublevels were almost the same at both

the discharge conditions. The Ti+ sublevels had a broad distribution

in the discharge space of the sputtering plasmas. In addition, the

shapes of the distributions of the Ti+ densities were not influenced by

the Ar gas pressure. In contrast to the distributions of the Ti density

shown in Fig. 2.7, at an Ar pressure of 100 mTorr, the peak positions

of the Ti+ density were located at a distance of several centimeters
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Figure 2.10: Comparison between the absolute line densities and rela-
tive line densities for Ti+ (a4F7/2).

from the target. The localized spatial distributions as well as the ratio

between the absolute densities of Ti and Ti+ are helpful information

for successful IPVD processes for the deposition inside narrow trenches

and holes. Further investigations on the spatial distributions of the Ti

and Ti+ densities at various discharge conditions will be described in

the following sections.

Figure 2.13 shows the one-dimensional distributions of the Ti+

(a4FJ) densities at Ar gas pressures of 50 and 100 mTorr. It should be

noted that the Ti+ density at the a4F3/2 state was unexpected to be

low, in comparison with that at the a4F5/2 and a4F7/2 states. Although

the transition probability of fluorescence transition of the a4F3/2 state

is higher than those of the a4F5/2 and a4F7/2 states, the LIF signal

intensities at a4F3/2 state were almost similar to that at the a4F7/2

state. Since the LIF intensity is proportional to the transition prob-

ability from the excited state and the density in the initial state, the

calibration using the relative LIF intensity ratio results in a lower den-
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Figure 2.11: The spatial distributions of Ti+ a4FJ densities. The dis-
charge power was 75 W and the Ar gas pressure was 50 mTorr.
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Figure 2.12: The spatial distributions of Ti+ a4FJ densities. The dis-
charge power was 75 W and the Ar gas pressure was 100 mTorr.
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Figure 2.13: One-dimensional distribution of the Ti+ (a4FJ) densities.
The discharge power was 75 W and the Ar gas pressures were 50 and
100 mTorr.
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sity of Ti+ at a4F3/2 state. The total Ti+ densities were obtained by

summing the sublevels densities, and from Figs. 2.13(a) and 2.13(b),

it have been found that the total Ti+ densities ranged between 2×109

and 2×1010 cm−3.

2.5 Spatial distributions of Ti density at
various discharge conditions

The spatial distributions of the Ti density were measured at various

discharge conditions. The absolute Ti density was calibrated by the

UVAS measurements, and it is given by the total absolute Ti density at

the ground states, which were obtained by summing the populations of

all the ground states with different J numbers, as discussed in section

2.3.

Figure 2.14 shows the spatial distributions of the Ti density at

various discharge powers. The discharge pressure was fixed at 5 mTorr.

As shown in Fig. 2.14(a), the maximum Ti density was found in front

of the target surface. This peak Ti density increased significantly with

the discharge power. At a discharge power of 15 W, the peak Ti density

was approximately 2.5×1010 cm−3. The peak Ti density increased to

approximately 1.2×1011 cm−3 at a discharge power of 70 W, as shown

in Fig. 2.14(c). The increase in the Ti density with the discharge

power is attributed to the enhancement of the number and the energy

of Ar+ ions that bombard the Ti target. On the other hand, Fig. 2.14

shows that the shape of the spatial distributions of the Ti density was

almost independent of the discharge power. The Ti density in the

entire discharge space increased with the discharge power. Figure 2.15

shows the spatial distributions of the Ti density at a discharge pressure

of 80 mTorr. It is clearly shown that the Ti density was enhanced at

a higher gas pressure. By comparing Figs. 2.14(c) with 2.15(c), at the

same discharge power, the peak Ti density at the discharge pressure of

80 mTorr was three times higher than that at the discharge pressure
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Figure 2.14: Density distributions of Ti at various discharge powers.
The Ar gas pressure was fixed at 5 mTorr.
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Figure 2.15: Density distributions of Ti at various discharge powers.
The Ar gas pressure was fixed at 80 mTorr.
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Figure 2.16: Density distributions of Ti at various Ar gas pressures.
The discharge power was fixed at 75W.
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of 5 mTorr. The increase in the Ti density is simply due to a higher

plasma density at a higher discharge pressure. In addition, Fig. 2.15

shows that the distributions of the Ti density were concentrated in

front of the target surface and had a steep decay with the distance from

the target. The localized distribution of the Ti density is attributed

to the limited diffusion of sputtered Ti atoms.

Figure 2.16 shows the spatial distributions of the Ti density at

various discharge pressures. The discharge power was fixed at 75 W.

At a relatively low gas pressure, as shown in Figs. 2.16(a)∼ 2.16(c), the

Ti density had a broad distribution in the gas phase of the magnetron

sputtering plasmas. However, at a high gas pressure, the distributions

of the Ti density was localized in the region near the target surface,

as shown in Figs. 2.16(d)∼ 2.16(f). Therefore, the result indicates

that the shape of the spatial distribution of the Ti density changed

significantly with the discharge gas pressure.

2.6 Spatial distributions of Ti+ density at
various discharge conditions

The spatial distributions of the Ti+ density were measured at various

discharge conditions. Similar to the absolute Ti density, the absolute

Ti+ density was calibrated from the UVAS measurements, and it is

given by the total absolute Ti+ density at the ground states, which

were obtained by summing the populations of all the ground states

with different J numbers, as discussed in section 2.4.

Figures 2.17 and 2.18 show the spatial distributions of the Ti+

density at various discharge powers. The discharge pressures were fixed

at 80 and 150 mTorr. As shown in Figs. 2.17 and 2.18, the Ti+ density

clearly increased with the discharge power. By comparing Figs. 2.18(a)

and 2.18(b), the peak Ti+ density increased from the order of 109 cm−3

to the order of 1010 cm−3 when the discharge power increased from 10

to 75 W. On the other hand, the shape of the Ti+ density distribution
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Figure 2.17: Density distributions of Ti+ at various discharge powers.
The Ar gas pressure was fixed at 80 mTorr.
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Figure 2.18: Density distributions of Ti+ at various discharge powers.
The Ar gas pressure was fixed at 150 mTorr.
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Figure 2.19: Density distributions of Ti+ at various Ar gas pressures.
The discharge power was fixed at 75W.
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was independent of the discharge power. It should be emphasized that

the peak of the Ti+ density was located at a distance of 3–4 cm from

the target. This result suggests that the Ti+ ions were produced in the

downstream region.

Figure 2.19 shows the spatial distributions of the Ti+ density at

various discharge pressures. The discharge power was fixed at 75 W.

As shown in Fig. 2.19, the Ti+ density increased drastically with the

discharge pressure. The shape of the Ti+ density distribution was

almost independent of the discharge pressure. It should be noted here

that at a low gas pressure such as 10 mTorr, the Ti+ density was not

observed even at a high discharge power of 80 W (corresponding to 1

W/cm2). This is due to the low Ti+ density below the detection limit of

4×108 cm−3 for the present experimental setup. On the other hand, at

a high gas pressure such as 150 mTorr, the Ti+ density was observed

even at a low discharge power of 10 W, as shown in Fig. 2.18(a).

This result indicates that a high discharge pressure rather than a high

discharge power is efficient to obtain a high Ti+ density. The ratio of

the Ti+ density to the Ti density at various discharge conditions will be

shown in the chapter 3, and its correlation with the deposition profile

in narrow trenches will be investigated. In addition, the production

processes of Ti+ in high–pressure magnetron sputtering plasmas will

be discussed in chapter 4.

2.7 Conclusions

The two–dimensional distributions of the absolute Ti and Ti+ densi-

ties in magnetron sputtering discharges were measured by LIF imaging

spectroscopy combined with UVAS. In sections 2.3 and 2.4, the densi-

ties of the sublevels Ti and Ti+ were evaluated separately. The total

absolute densities were then obtained by summing the densities of the

sublevels. It has been shown that the shape of the spatial distributions

of the Ti sublevels were almost the same. Similar results were also ob-
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served for the Ti+ sublevels. The total absolute densities of Ti and

Ti+ were on the order of 1010∼1011 and 109∼1010 cm−3, respectively.

In sections 2.5 and 2.6, the spatial distributions of Ti and Ti+ densi-

ties were measured at various discharge conditions. The experimental

results showed that the sputtered Ti atoms increased in high–power

and high–pressure discharges. It has also been found that the produc-

tion of Ti+ is enhanced by a high gas pressure. In addition, the peak of

the Ti+ density was observed in the downstream region with a distance

of 3–4 cm from the target. On the other hand, the Ti density was lo-

calized in front of the target at a high gas pressure, indicating that the

Ti+/Ti density ratio is high at the downstream region of a conventional

magnetron sputtering discharge operating at a high gas pressure. This

is a helpful information for choosing the gas pressure and the distance

between the target and the substrate in successful IPVD process, since

a high constitution of metal ions results in conformal metal layers in

narrow trenches and holes.
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Chapter 3

Deposition profiles of Ti film
inside trenches and its correlation
with gas–phase diagnostics

3.1 Introduction

Magnetron sputtering deposition is widely used as an established, effi-

cient tool for coating thin films in various industrial sectors. As men-

tioned in chapter 1, in the formation of ULSI circuits using the Dam-

ascence process, magnetron sputtering is used for depositing barrier

and seed layers on the surfaces of fine trenches and holes. An IPVD

technique has been introduced for depositing metal layers inside fine

trenches and holes with high aspect ratios. This technique has been

extensively studied during last 10 years [1–8]. A key for a successfull

IPVD technique is efficient ionization of metal atoms in the magnetron

sputtering discharge. Several methods have been proposed in order to

enhance the ratio of metal ion to metal atom densities in the gas phase

of discharges such as high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HIP-

IMS) and the superposition of ICP power.

In chapter 2, the LIF imaging spectroscopy was adopted for mea-

suring the two–dimensional spatial distributions of Ti and Ti+ densi-

ties in a conventional magnetron sputtering plasma source. The mag-

netron sputtering plasma source was operated with no additional heat-

ing power. It has been shown that the production of Ti+ increases with

the discharge pressure. This result suggests that a conventional mag-
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netron sputtering discharge operated at a high gas pressure is useful

for the IPVD technique.

In this chapter, Ti thin films were deposited on a patterned SiO2

substrate using the same magnetron sputtering source as that used

in chapter 2. The deposition samples were prepared at various gas

pressures and various distances between the target and the substrate.

Then the relationship between the degree of ionization of Ti in the gas

phase and the thickness profile of Ti film inside trenches was discussed.

The degree of ionization was obtained from the absolute spatial distri-

butions of Ti and Ti+ densities which were described in chapter 2. In

addition, the deposition fluxes of Ti and Ti+ were estimated from the

degree of ionization.

3.2 Distributions of Ti+/Ti density ratio
in magnetron sputtering plasmas

The one–dimensional distributions of the Ti and Ti+ densities were

analysed from the experimental results shown in chapter 2. Figure

3.1 shows the one–dimensional distributions of the absolute Ti and

Ti+ densities along the axis (z axis) of the cylindrically symmetric

discharge obtained at various discharge powers. The Ar gas pressure

was 80 mTorr. It is clearly shown that the peak Ti and Ti+ densities

increased when the discharge power was increased from 10 to 75 W. In

addition, the shape of the spatial distribution of Ti and Ti+ densities

along the cylindrical axis was almost independent of the discharge

power. The Ti density had a peak near the target, while the Ti+

density had a peak far from the target.

Figure 3.2 shows the one–dimensional distributions of the absolute

Ti and Ti+ densities along the axis of the cylindrically symmetric dis-

charge obtained at various discharge pressures. The discharge power

was 75 W. In contrast to the distributions of the Ti density at various

discharge powers, the peak position of the Ti density changed with the
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Figure 3.1: One-dimensional distribution of (a) Ti and (b) Ti+ densi-
ties along the cylindrical axis at various discharge powers. The Ar gas
pressure was 80 mTorr.
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Figure 3.2: One-dimensional distribution of (a) Ti and (b) Ti+ den-
sities along the cylindrical axis at various Ar gas pressures. The dis-
charge power was 75 W.
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(b) DC power: 75 W 
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Figure 3.3: Ratio of Ti+ to Ti densities as a function of distance from
the target along the cylindrical axis. (a) The discharge power was
changed at an Ar pressure of 80 mTorr. (b) The Ar pressure was
changed at a discharge pressure of 75 W.
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discharge pressure, as shown in Fig. 3.2(a). The peak of the Ti density

shifted toward the target when the gas pressure increased from 10 to

100 mTorr. At a high pressure, the Ti density had a steep decay with

the distance from the target. On the other hand, Fig. 3.2(b) shows

that the peak of the Ti+ density was located at approximately 4 cm

from the target, and the peak position was roughly independent of the

discharge pressure. The maximum Ti+ density increased significantly

with the gas pressure. The peak position and the high Ti+ density

at a high gas pressure indicate that Ti+ ions are produced efficiently

in the downstream plasma. The detailed mechanism of this efficient

production of Ti+ will be investigated in the next chapter.

Since the degree of ionization of Ti is a key parameter for successful

IPVD, we examined the density ratio of Ti+ to Ti. Figure 3.3 shows

one–dimensional distributions of the Ti+/Ti density ratio along the

symmetric axis. As shown in Fig. 3.3(b), at a discharge power of 75

W, the density ratio of Ti+ to Ti in the downstream region increased

dramatically with the discharge pressure. For example, at a distance

of 7 cm from the target, the density ratio increased from 5% to 30%

when the gas pressure was increased from 10 to 100 mTorr. However,

the density ratio in the region near the target was less than 5% and was

almost unchanged with the discharge pressure. On the other hand, at

a gas pressure of 80 mTorr, the density ratio was almost independent

of the discharge power as shown in Fig. 3.3(a). This is because both

the Ti+ and Ti densities increased with the discharge power. This

means that a high–pressure discharge is more efficient than a high–

power discharge to obtain a high degree of metal ionization, and the

degree of metal ionization is sensitive to the distance from the target.

The experimental results shown in Fig. 3.3 are helpful for choosing the

gas pressure and the distance between the target and the substrate for

successful IPVD.

It should be emphasized here that the LIF measurements shown

in Figs. 3.1∼3.3 and in chapter 2 were obtained without placing the
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substrate. This is in order to avoid the influence of the reflected LIF

on the substrate which may interfere the spatial distributions of Ti and

Ti+ densities. However, when we repeated the LIF measurements with

the substrate at a distance of 5 cm from the target, we obtained essen-

tially the same experimental results. The increase in the Ti+ density

with the Ar gas pressure was also observed in the downstream plasma

in the case with the substrate. In addition, the spatial distributions of

Ti and Ti+ densities were not seriously affected when the rf bias was

applied to the substrate.

3.3 Deposition profiles of Ti film inside
narrow trenches

In the deposition experiment, a patterned SiO2 substrate was placed

on the cylindrically-symmetrical axis of the discharge at a variable

distance from the target. The size of the patterned SiO2 substrate

was approximately 15×15 mm. An rf bias power, which evoluted a

negative self-bias voltage on the substrate surface, was applied to the

substrate. The self-bias voltage was fixed at -30 V, which was chosen to

avoid resputtering of the deposited film. In addition, the substrate was

heated to approximately 250◦C. Ti films were prepared at various gas

pressures and various distances between the target and the substrate.

The deposition time was dependent on the deposition conditions, so

that the thickness of the Ti film on the top of the pattern was adjusted

to be 300–400 nm. The cross-sectional images of the deposition profiles

were observed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM).

Figure 3.4 shows the deposition rate as a function of the gas pres-

sure at three distances between the target and the substrate. The

discharge power was 75 W. The deposition rate decreased with the Ar

pressure as shown in Fig. 3.4. The deposition rates obtained at high

pressures and long distances between the target and the substrate are

insufficient for indutrial use. The slow deposition rate is mainly due
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Figure 3.4: Deposition rate as a function of the gas pressure at three
distances between the target and the substrate. The discharge power
was 75W.

to the fact that the present deposition was carried out using an ex-

perimental machine where the LIF measurements are possible. In an

industrial machine developed for high–pressure sputtering deposition,

the deposition rate of 70 nm/min was achieved at an Ar pressure of

40 mTorr [9]. The deposition rate obtained by the industrial machine

is sufficient since the thickness of barrier and seed layers are less than

10–20 nm in current ULSIs.

Figure 3.5 shows typical SEM images of Ti films deposited inside

trenches. The gas pressures were 10 and 100 mTorr and the distances

between the target and the substrate were 3 and 7 cm. The discharge

power was fixed at 75 W, and the thickness of the film was controlled

by changing the deposition time. The depth and the width of the

trench before the deposition was 1000 and 600 nm, respectively. The

thickness of the film on the top (t), on the bottom (b), and on the

side (s) of the trench were obtained from the SEM image. The bottom

and side coverages, which were defined by b/t×100% and s/t×100%,
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respectively, were used as the measures of the deposition profile. An-

other point known from Fig. 3.5 is that the morphologies of Ti films on

the bottom and the top of the trench were smoother than that on the

side. Although a film deposited at high discharge pressure is expected

to be rough and porous [10], the film morphology shown in Fig. 3.5(d)

indicate the Ti films on the bottom and the top of the trench were

comparably dense and flat. This may be due to directional bombard-

ments of Ti+ and Ar+ onto the bottom and the top of the trench. In

contrast, the morphologies of Ti films on the sidewalls of trenches were

rough and porous, which may be due to the absence of ion bombard-

ment on these areas. The rough and porous morphologies of films on

the sidewall may also be a result of the resputtering effect onto the

films at the bottom of trench, if it occured during the deposition us-

ing plasma with high degree of ionization [11,12]. The result suggests

that the morphologies of surface and cross section of the deposited Ti

films should be investigated in more details as a function of discharge

pressure and substrate bias in the future.

Figure 3.6 shows the bottom coverage as a function of the width

of the trench. In Fig. 3.6(a), the distance between the target and the

substrate was fixed at 3 cm and the gas pressure was varied from 10

to 100 mTorr. The bottom coverage decreased with the width of the

trench, and was roughly independent of the gas pressure. On the other

hand, when the distance between the target and the substrate was 7

cm, we obtained an improvement of the bottom coverage at a higher

gas pressure as shown in Fig. 3.6(b). The improvement of the bottom

coverage was more remarkable for a narrower trench. For example,

the bottom coverage inside the trench width of 500 nm improved more

than 100% when the Ar pressure increased from 10 to 100 mTorr.

Figure 3.7(a) shows the bottom coverage for a trench width of 600 nm

as a function of the gas pressure. The distances between the target and

the substrate were 3, 5, and 7 cm. It is clearly shown that the bottom

coverage increased with the gas pressure when the distances between
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(a) T-S: 3 cm,

     Ar: 10 mTorr 

(b) T-S: 3 cm,

     Ar: 100 mTorr 

(c) T-S: 7 cm

     Ar: 10 mTorr 

(d) T-S: 7 cm,

     Ar: 100 mTorr 
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s

Figure 3.5: Cross-sectional SEM images of Ti films deposited inside a
trench with a width of 600 nm. (a) The Ar pressure and the distance
between the target and the substrate were 10 mTorr and 3 cm, respec-
tively. (b) The Ar pressure and the distance between the target and the
substrate were 100 mTorr and 3 cm, respectively. (c) The Ar pressure
and the distance between the target and the substrate were 10 mTorr
and 7 cm, respectively. (d) The Ar pressure and the distance between
the target and the substrate were 100 mTorr and 7 cm, respectively.
The discharge power of 75 W was common in all the depositions, and
the film thickness was controlled by changing the deposition time.
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Figure 3.6: Bottom coverage as a function of the width of the trench
obtained at gas pressures of 10, 50, and 100 mTorr. The distances
between the target and the substrate were (a) 3 cm and (b) 7 cm. The
discharge power was 75 W.
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width of 600 nm as a function of the Ar pressure. The discharge power
was 75 W, and the distances between the target and the substrate were
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the target and the substrate were 5 and 7 cm. When the distance

between the target and the substrate was 3 cm, however, the bottom

coverage was constant with the gas pressure. On the other hand, as

shown in Fig. 3.7(b), the side coverage was roughly independent of the

gas pressure at all the distances between the target and the substrate.

3.4 Correlation between gas-phase ioniza-
tion and deposition profile

The Ti thin film is deposited by certain fluxes of Ti and Ti+ from the

plasma. The thermal flux of Ti is determined by the Ti density nTi

and the Ti temperature TTi, and is given by ΓTi = (nTi/4)
√

8kTTi/πM

with M and k being the mass of Ti and the Boltzmann constant,

respectively [13]. On the other hand, the flux of Ti+ is determined by

the Ti+ density nTi+ and the ion sound velocity, and is given by ΓTi+ =

nTi
+

√

kTe/M with Te being the electron temperature [13]. Therefore,

the ratio of the Ti+ to Ti flux is given by

ΓTi+

ΓTi

=

√

2πTe

TTi

nTi+

nTi

. (3.1)

According to the measurement using a Langmuir probe (that will be

shown in chapter 4), the electron temperature Te at a distance of 7

cm from the target was 1.2 eV. The temperature of an Ar metastable

state measured by diode laser LIF spectroscopy was approximately 400

K in the downstream region. Hence, if we assume TTi = 400 K and

nTi
+/nTi = 0.29 at a gas pressure of 100 mTorr and at a distance of 7

cm from the target, the flux ratio is evaluated to be ΓTi+/ΓTi ' 4.3.

The flux ratios calculated at various Ar pressures are listed in Ta-

ble 3.1. As shown in Table 3.1, the deposition flux of Ti+ increased

dramatically with the Ar pressure. Since nTi+/nTi was measured with-

out placing the substrate, ΓTi
+/ΓTi shown in eq. (3.1) gives us only

a rough estimation of the deposition flux ratio of Ti+ to Ti. How-

ever, this simple calculation suggests that the deposition flux of Ti+
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Table 3.1: Density and flux ratios of Ti+ to Ti at various Ar pres-
sures. The electron temperature was measured using Langmuir probe
in chapter 4. The Ti temperature, TTi was fixed at 400 K and the
distance from the target was 7 cm.

Ar pressure Te nTi+/nTi ΓTi ΓTi+ ΓTi+/ΓTi

(mTorr) (eV) (cm−2s−1) (cm−2s−1)
10 1.6 0.05 0.51×1015 0.41×1015 0.80
50 1.2 0.08 1.07×1015 1.28×1015 1.20
100 1.2 0.29 0.56×1015 2.41×1015 4.30

is greater than that of Ti at a high gas pressure and a long distance

between the target and the substrate.

The results of deposition experiments shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7

are reasonably understood by considering the contribution of Ti+ to

the formation of Ti films. Table 3.1 shows that the deposition flux of

Ti+ ions are increased efficiently in the downstream region when the

magnetron sputtering plasma source is operated at a high gas pressure.

The improvement of the bottom coverage obtained at a long distance

between the target and the substrate and at a high discharge pressure

is attributed to the directional deposition of Ti+ onto the bottom of

the trench. Ti atoms are lost during transport inside the trench due to

the deposition on the side wall. In contrast, Ti+ ions are transported

efficiently toward the bottom of the trench since they are accelerated

perpendicularly to the substrate surface by the potential difference

between the plasma and the rf-biased substrate. On the other hand,

Fig. 3.3(b) shows that the density ratio of Ti+ to Ti at a distance

of 3 cm from the target is less than 5% even at a high gas pressure,

which is insufficient to improve the bottom coverage. The constant side

coverage with the gas pressure shown in Fig. 3.7(b) is also consistent

with the normal acceleration of Ti+ toward the bottom of the trench.

The side coverage cannot be improved by the increase in the density

ratio of Ti+ to Ti.
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Finally, it is worth to note that, according to the present exper-

imental results, some improvement of the bottom coverage was ob-

tained even when there was no rf bias applied to the substrate. This

is consistent with a previous report that the sheath voltage between

the plasma and the substrate with no rf bias is sufficient to accelerate

ions [14,15]. However, the degree of the improvement with no rf bias

was approximately 10% when the gas pressure was increased from 10

to 100 mTorr, which was smaller than the improvement obtained with

the rf bias. The morphology of Ti film on the bottom of the trench

was similar to that shown in Fig. 3.5 even in the case with no rf bias.

The rf bias is, however, useful for controlling the film thickness and

the film quality by ion bombardment [21–27]. In addition, properties

of a compound film was successfully controlled by the kinetic energy

of the bombarding ions [18,23,24].

3.5 Conclusions

In summary, the density ratio of Ti+ to Ti in the gas phase was evalu-

ated from the spatial distributions of Ti and Ti+ densities. The thick-

ness profile of Ti film inside trenches was also investigated. The results

show that the variation of the deposition profile with the deposition

conditions was consistent with the variation of the density ratio of Ti+

to Ti. The bottom coverage of the deposition profile was improved

when a high gas pressure and a long distance between the target and

the substrate were employed. This was understood by the fact that

the deposition flux of Ti+ was greater than that of Ti at the deposition

condition where the improvement of the bottom coverage was obtained.

The bottom coverage is improved by the directional deposition of Ti+

onto the bottom of the trench. In addition, it has been observed that

the morphology of Ti films was altered by the bombardment of ions

in high–pressure plasma. It is confirmed that a magnetron sputtering

plasma with a high gas pressure and a long distance between the target
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and the substrate is useful for successful IPVD deposition inside fine

patterns. Finally, the present experimental results can be compared

with a numerical simulation for the deposition profile. The improve-

ment of profile simulators by referring to the experimental comparison

between the Ti+/Ti density ratio and the deposition profile is impor-

tant for the development of IPVD deposition.
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Chapter 4

Investigations of ionization
mechanisms of Ti in magnetron
sputtering plasmas

4.1 Introduction

In order to optimize the IPVD technique, fundamental studies on ion-

ization mechanisms of metal atoms are essential. In chapters 2 and 3,

it has been shown that the density ratio of Ti+ to Ti in the downstream

region of magnetron sputtering plasmas increased drastically with the

discharge pressure. In addition, the density ratio of Ti+ to Ti was

consistent with the deposition profile inside narrow trenches. It is now

confirmed that the fractional flux of Ti+ enhanced when a conventional

magnetron sputtering plasma is operated at a high discharge pressure,

indicating that the high–pressure magnetron sputtering plasma is use-

ful for the IPVD process. However, the production processes of Ti+ in

high–pressure magnetron sputtering plasmas are still unclear.

Over a last few years, many experimental and simulation stud-

ies have been done to investigate the ionization mechanisms of metal

atoms in sputtering plasmas [1–10]. It has been reported that, in the

sputtering plasmas with the superposition of inductively coupled rf

power, the ionization ratio of metal atoms increased with the rf power

and the gas pressure. The sputtered metal atoms were effectively ion-

ized in the dense plasma produced by the rf coil placed between the

target and the substrate. The enhancement of the ionization ratio in
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high–pressure discharges was considered to be due to a longer residence

time and a shorter mean free path of metal atoms. The production

processes of metal ions were reported mainly due to electron impact

ionization and Penning ionization. The efficiencies of these processes

are sensitive to the electron temperature, the electron density and the

metastable–state density of discharge gas.

As mentioned in the previous sections, in the present study it has

been found that the Ti+ ions are produced efficiently in high–pressure

magnetron sputtering plasmas even though no additional heating to

the plasma is applied. Therefore, in this chapter, several experiments

are made to investigate the production process of Ti+ in high–pressure

magnetron sputtering plasmas. First, the plasma density and the elec-

tron temperature along the cylindrical axis of the magnetron sput-

tering plasma are measured using a Langmuir probe. The contribu-

tion of electron impact ionization to the production process of Ti+ in

high–pressure magnetron sputtering plasmas is discussed. Second, the

distribution of the ArM density is investigated by LIF imaging spec-

troscopy. By comparing the distributions of the ArM density with the

Ti and Ti+ densities, the contribution of Penning ionization to the

production process of Ti+ is discussed.

As will be shown later, since the production process of Ti+ in the

downstream region of high–pressure magnetron sputtering plamas is

not easily explainable by electron impact ionization and Penning ion-

ization, further investigations are carried out. The magnetron sput-

tering plasmas are produced using a pulse–modulated rf power supply,

and the temporal variations of the Ti, TiM, Ti+ and ArM densities in

pulse–modulated rf magnetron sputtering plasmas are measured. In

addition, the temporal variations the populations of Ti∗, Ti+∗ and Ar∗

(* denotes the radiative states) are also observed by employing time–

resolved optical emission spectroscopy. Lastly, the effect of Ar, Kr and

Xe discharge gases to the ionization efficiency of Ti is also examined.
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4.2 Plasma density and electron temper-
ature

4.2.1 Experiment

The spatial distributions of the plasma density and the electron tem-

perature of magnetron sputtering plasmas were measured using a Lang-

muir probe. The probe was made by stainless steel (SUS) with a spher-

ical shape having a diameter of 2 mm. The probe was inserted into the

sputtering plasmas from the bottom of the vacuum chamber shown in

Fig. 2.1. The probe current was measured as a function of the applied

voltage. The plasma density and the electron temperatures were eval-

uated from the relationship between the probe current and the probe

voltage. The spatial distribution of the plasma density and the elec-

tron temperature along the cylindrical axis was measured by moving

the probe. Measurements were repeated at various discharge pressures.

4.2.2 Results and discussion

Figure 4.1 shows the one-dimensional distributions of plasma density

at various discharge pressures. The discharge power was fixed at 75 W.

The origin of the horizontal axis corresponds to the target surface. The

plasma density at the region close to the target surface was difficult to

be measured using the Langmuir probe because of the strong magnetic

field infront of the target surface. However, it is speculated that the

plasma density in these region is higher than that in the downstream

region at the same discharge condition. As shown in Fig. 4.1, the

plasma densities ranged between 1010 to 1011 cm−3. The plasma density

in the downstream region was significantly low in a discharge pressure

of 10 mTorr, and it increased slightly with the discharge pressure. The

plasma density was almost constant at discharge pressures of 50, 80

and 100 mTorr.

Figure 4.2 shows the one-dimensional distributions of electron tem-
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Figure 4.1: One-dimensional distributions of plasma density at various
discharge pressures. The discharge power was 75 W.

Figure 4.2: One-dimensional distributions of electron temperature at
various discharge pressures. The discharge power was 75 W.
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Figure 4.3: One-dimensional distributions of Ti, Ti+, plasma
density(Np) and electron temperature(Te). The discharge condition
was fixed at dc power 75 W and gas pressure 100 mTorr.

perature at various discharge pressures. As shown in Fig. 4.2, the elec-

tron temperature decreased with the distance from the target. This is

well explained by the cooling of electron due to collisions with particles

in the transport from the dense plasma region. In addition, by com-

paring the distribution of the electron temperature at 10 mTorr with

that at 50 mTorr, one can see that the electron temperature decreased

with the discharge pressure. It is understood by a shorter mean free

path of electrons at a higher gas pressure.

Figure 4.3 shows the one-dimensional distributions of the abso-

lute Ti and Ti+ densities along the cylindrical axis, together with the

plasma density and the electron temperature. The discharge condition

was at the dc power of 75 W and the gas pressure of 100 mTorr. It

is known from Fig. 4.3 that the ratio of the Ti+ density to the Ar+

density was roughly 1/2 in the downstream region, since the plasma

density was composed of the Ti+ and Ar+ densities. Hence, Ti+ occu-

pied a major part in the composition of ion species in the downstream

plasma. As mentioned previously, the high ratio of metal ion species
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is important for succesful IPVD processes.

Figure 4.3 clearly indicates that the main production area of Ti+

is the downstream plasma with a distance of 3–5 cm from the target.

The plasma near the target has a high Ti density, a high plasma den-

sity and a high electron temperature. Therefore, the production rate

of Ti+ by electron impact ionization (Ti + e → Ti+ + e + e) is sig-

nificantly high in the region near the target. This result suggests that

there is another production process of Ti+ in the downstream region,

and the production rate of Ti+ by the unknown process is higher than

the production rate due to electron impact ionization in the region

near the target. In the upstream region, Fig. 4.3 indicates that the

Ti+ distribution is dominated by diffusion loss toward the target. The

Ti+ ions are produced efficiently in the downstream region and there

are transported to the upstream region where Ti+ loss. As a result,

the distribution of Ti+ density showed the peak value far from the

target. In addition, since the Ar+ density was also concentrated at re-

gion near the target, the production process of Ti+ by charge exchange

(Ar+ + Ti → Ar + Ti+) is not also the dominant production process

of Ti+. Futher investigations on the production processes of Ti+ in the

downstream plasma are necessary. As a candidate for the production

process of Ti+ in the downstream region with a low electron tempera-

ture, the contribution of Penning ionization (ArM+Ti→Ar+Ti++e) is

examined in the following sections.

4.3 Distributions of ArM density in dc mag-
netron sputtering plasmas

4.3.1 Experiment

The spatial distributions of ArM density in magnetron sputtering plas-

mas were measured by two-dimensional LIF imaging spectroscopy. The

experimental setup was similar to the setup shown in Fig. 2.1. The
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OPO laser wavelength was tuned at 763.51 nm to excite the ArM at

the 4s[3/2]o2 state to the 4p[3/2]2 state. The fluorescence at 800.62 nm

from the 4p[3/2]2 state to the 4p[3/2]o1 state was detected by using an

ICCD camera [11–13]. The LIF signal was calibrated with the absolute

density of ArM by absorption spectroscopy using a diode laser as the

light source. The distributions of the absolute ArM density in various

discharge conditions were investigated.

4.3.2 Results and discussion

Figure 4.4 shows the distributions of ArM density at various discharge

powers. The discharge pressure was fixed at 80 mTorr. As shown in

Fig. 4.4, the distribution of ArM density had the peak adjacent to the

target surface. The peak value of the ArM density was approximately

1.5×1012 cm−3 and it was almost independent of the discharge power.

The ArM density decreased steeply with the distance from the target.

The distribution shown in Fig. 4.4 can be understood reasonably

by considering the production and loss processes of ArM in the plasma.

The dominant production process of ArM is electron impact excitation

from the ground state (Ar + e → ArM + e). On the other hand, the

loss processes of ArM are electron impact quenching (ArM + e → Ar∗

+ e), quenching by collision with argon (ArM + Ar → Ar∗ + e), and

diffusion (ArM → wall). According to literatures, the rate coefficients

for electron impact quenching and quenching by collision with argon

are ke
q = 2 × 10−7 and kAr

q = 3 × 10−15 cm3/s, respectively [14, 15].

Since a Langmuir probe measurement shows that the electron density

ne in the bright E×B ring region of the present magnetron sputtering

source is on the order of 1011 cm−3, the frequency of electron impact

quenching is much higher than the frequency of quenching by collision

with argon even though the discharge pressure is 100 mTorr (ke
qne �

kAr
q nAr with nAr being the argon atom density corresponding to 100

mTorr). The diffusion coefficient of ArM in argon has been examined
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Figure 4.4: Density distributions of ArM at various discharge powers.
The Ar gas pressure was fixed at 80 mTorr.
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Figure 4.5: Density distributions of ArM at various Ar gas pressures.
The discharge power was fixed at 75W.
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experimentally, and is D = 540 cm2/s at 100 mTorr [16]. The diffusion

loss frequency is given by (D∇2nArM)/nArM, where nArM is the ArM

density. By evaluating ∇2nArM from the distributions of nArM shown

in Fig. 4.4, it is understood that electron impact quenching dominates

the diffusion loss. Therefore, the dominant loss process of ArM in the

discharge phase is electron impact quenching. Both the production and

loss processes of ArM are dominated by electron impact processes in

the discharge phase of the magnetron sputtering plasma. If the loss by

electron impact quenching dominates the diffusion loss, the transport

of ArM from the bright E ×B ring region is almost negligible. This is

the mechanism for the two peaks in the regions corresponding to the

cross sections of the E ×B ring in the distribution of the ArM density

shown in Fig. 4.4.

As shown in Fig. 4.4, the ArM density was almost independent

of the dc power at a fixed gas pressure. This is consistent with the

above discussion that the ArM density is independent of the electron

density. However, the production rate of ArM is proportional to the

Ar density (the gas pressure). Figure 4.5 shows the distributions of

the ArM density at various Ar gas pressures. The discharge power was

fixed at 75 W. As shown in Fig. 4.5, the ArM density was roughly

constant with the gas pressure. This is understood by assuming the

decrease in the electron temperature with the gas pressure.

As have been shown in chapters 2 and 3, the production of Ti+ in

this magnetron sputtering plasma has two remarkable features. The

first feature is that the Ti+ density is significantly enhanced in a high–

pressure discharge. At a low Ar pressure such as 10 mTorr, the Ti+

density was close to the detection limit even though a high discharge

power was applied, while at a high Ar pressure such as 100 mTorr,

a high Ti+ density was obtained even at a low discharge power. The

other feature is observed in the spatial distributions of the Ti+ density.

A high Ti+ density was obtained in the downstream region at several

centimeters from the target. The Ti+ density in the bright plasma
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near the target was negligibly low. The above two features of the

Ti+ density have no correlation with the ArM density examined in the

present work. The ArM density was localized near the target, and it

was roughly independent of the gas pressure. Hence, by comparing the

Ti+ density with the ArM density, one may conclude that the Penning

ionization (ArM + Ti→ Ar + Ti+ + e) is not the dominant production

process of Ti+ in the high–pressure plasma.

4.4 Temporal variations of Ti, TiM, Ti+

and ArM densities in pulse–modulated
rf magnetron sputtering plasmas

4.4.1 Experiment

Since it has been found that the contributions of electron impact ioniza-

tion and Penning ionization to the production of Ti+ in high–pressure

magnetron sputtering plasmas are relatively small, further investiga-

tions with a new point of view is required. In this section the tem-

poral variations of particle density in pulse–modulated high–pressure

magnetron sputtering plasmas are studied. The magnetron sputtering

plasmas were produced by pulse–modulated rf discharges with a repe-

tition frequency of 10 Hz and a duty ratio of 30%. The rise and the fall

times of the self bias voltage, which was measured using a high–voltage

probe, were approximately 100 and 5 µs, respectively. The tempo-

ral variations of Ti, TiM, Ti+ and ArM densities in pulse–modulated

rf magnetron sputtering plasmas were measured by two–dimensional

LIF imaging spectroscopy. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.6.

The magnetron source, the vacuum chamber and the LIF diagnostic

apparatus were the same as those in the previous chapters, except that

the dc power supply was replaced by the pulse–modulated rf power

supply. The LIF schemes used for Ti, TiM, Ti+ and ArM are shown

in Table 4.1. By changing the delay time of the OPO laser oscillation
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from the termination of the rf power, the temporal variations of the

spatial distributions of Ti, TiM, Ti+ and ArM densities in the after-

glow were measured. It should be emphasized that the TiM density

was measured in this study for the first time.

Table 4.1: Energy levels and wavelengths of Ti, TiM [17], Ti+ and
ArM [18,19] used in LIF imaging spectroscopy.

Particle Initial
state

Excitation
wavelength

Excited
state

Fluorescence
wavelength

Final
state

Ti a3F2 293.352 nm v3F o
3 445.532 nm b3F3

TiM a1G4 372.457 nm x1Go
4 550.390 nm a1H5

Ti+ a4F3/2 324.198 nm z4F o
3/2

334.034 nm b4F3/2

ArM 4s[3/2]o2 415.859 nm 5p[3/2]2 426.629 nm 4s[3/2]o1

4.4.2 Results and discussion

Temporal variations of Ti, TiM and Ti+ densities

Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 show the spatial distributions of Ti, TiM and

Ti+ densities in the afterglow phase of a pulse–modulated rf magnetron

sputtering plasma, respectively. The rf power and the Ar pressure

were 100 W and 100 mTorr, respectively. As shown in Figs. 4.7(a)

and 4.7(b), in the initial afterglow, the peak position of the Ti density

was observed near the target surface. The Ti density decreased steeply

with the distance from the target. The distributions of the Ti density

at these delay times were similar to the distribution of the Ti density

in the discharge phase. At 100 and 500 µs after the termination of the

rf power, the distribution of Ti density showed a broad distribution

as shown in Figs. 4.7(c) and 4.7(d). It should be emphasized that the

peak value of the Ti density at these delay times were increased slightly

in comparison to that at the initial afterglow. The peak position then

shifted toward the downstream region in the late afterglow as shown

in Figs. 4.7(e) and 4.7(f).
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Figure 4.6: Experimental setup for LIF measurements of pulse-
modulated rf magnetron sputtering plasmas.

The Ti density at a metastable state (TiM) has been successfully

measured using the LIF imaging spectroscopy. Figure 4.8 shows the

spatial distributions of the TiM density in the afterglow. As shown in

Figs. 4.8(a) and 4.8(b), the distribution of the TiM density had the peak

value near the target surface. These results indicate that the spatial

distributions of the TiM density at these delay times were similar to

that of the Ti density. However, in contrast to the temporal variation

of the Ti density, the TiM density decreased rapidly in the afterglow,

and it was not detected after several hundreds of microseconds after

the termination of the rf power, as shown in Figs. 4.8(c) and 4.8(d).

Figure 4.9 shows the spatial distributions of the Ti+ density in the

afterglow. As shown in Figs. 4.9(a) and 4.9(b), the peak position of

the Ti+ density was located at 3–4 cm from the target surface. The

distributions of the Ti+ density at these delay times were similar to

that in the discharge phase, and the peak position of the Ti+ in the
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Figure 4.7: Temporal variation of Ti after the termination of the rf
power. The rf power and the Ar pressure were 100 W and 100 mTorr,
respectively.
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Figure 4.8: Temporal variation of TiM after the termination of the rf
power. The rf power and the Ar pressure were 100 W and 100 mTorr,
respectively.
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Figure 4.9: Temporal variation of Ti+ after the termination of the rf
power. The rf power and the Ar pressure were 100 W and 100 mTorr,
respectively.
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Figure 4.10: Temporal variations of the total number of Ti, TiM and
Ti+ at gas pressures of 30 and 100 mTorr as a function of time after
the termination of the rf power.
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discharge phase was located in the downstream region, which was the

same as that observed in the dc magnetron sputtering discharge. As

shown in Fig. 4.9, the peak value of the Ti+ density increased with time

after the termination of the rf power. The peak of the Ti+ density at 1

ms (Fig. 4.9(e)) was two times higher than that at 10 µs (Fig. 4.9(b)).

This result clearly indicates that Ti+ ions are produced in the gas

phase of the afterglow plasma.

Figure 4.10 shows the temporal variations of the total numbers of

Ti, TiM and Ti+ in the discharge space after the termination of the rf

power. The total numbers were calculated by integrating the spatial

distributions of the densities under the assumption of the cylindrical

symmetry. The rf power was 100 W, and the Ar pressures were 30

and 100 mTorr. As shown in Fig. 4.10(a), the total number of Ti

increased in the afterglow and had the peak value at approximately 0.5

ms after the termination of the rf power. This result shows a mysterious

production of Ti in the afterglow which will not be discussed in this

thesis. Figure 4.10(b) shows that the total number of TiM decreased

monotonically with time in the afterglow. The decrease in the total

number of TiM was more remarkable at a high gas pressure. On the

other hand, as shown in Fig. 4.10(c), the production of Ti+ in the

afterglow was remarkable only in a high–pressure discharge. The total

number of Ti+ at an Ar pressure of 100 mTorr showed the peak value

at 1 ms after the termination of the rf power. At an Ar pressure of 30

mTorr, the production of Ti+ in the afterglow was significantly small.

As mentioned, the objective of this study is to investigate the pro-

duction process of Ti+ in high–pressure magnetron sputtering plasmas.

It have been shown in the previous chapter that the Ti+ density at the

steady state is enhanced in the downstream region of high–pressure

magnetron sputtering plasmas. It is speculated that the mechanism

of the production of Ti+ ions in the afterglow is the same as the pro-

duction mechanism of Ti+ ions in the downstream region. Since the

electron temperature decreased rapidly with time in the afterglow, the
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production of Ti+ by electron impact ionization (Ti + e → Ti+ + e +

e) is not expected. The electron temperature in the downstream region

of the dc magnetron sputtering plasma is also low. Therefore, there

should be a production process of Ti+ which is efficient in plasmas with

low electron temperatures.

A possible candidate for the production process is the electron im-

pact ionization of TiM [20] . This is a two–step ionization process

expressed by Ti + e → TiM + e and TiM + e → Ti+ + e + e. The

latter process could be expected in a low electron temperature plasma.

However, by comparing Figs. 4.8 and 4.9, one can concludes that there

is no correlation between the spatial distributions of TiM and Ti+ den-

sities. In the discharge phase, the distribution of the TiM density had

the peak value adjacent to the target surface, while the distribution of

the Ti+ density had the peak value at 3–4 cm from the target surface.

In addition, there is also no correlation between the temporal varia-

tions of the total numbers of TiM and Ti+ as shown in Figs. 4.10(b)

and 4.10(c). The total number of TiM decreased monotonically with

time in the afterglow, but the total number of Ti+ increased with time

in the initial afterglow. Hence, the experimental results are negative

to the contribution of TiM to the production of Ti+ in the magnetron

sputtering plasma.

There are two other possible candidates for the production pro-

cess of Ti+ in low electron temperature plasmas. One is three-body

recombination between Ti2+ and electron (Ti2+ + e + e → Ti+ + e).

The rate coefficient for this reaction is enhanced in low-temperature

plasmas. To explain the experimental result shown in Fig. 4.9 by re-

combination, the amount of Ti2+ should be comparable to that of Ti+.

However, it is unlikely that Ti2+ is a major species in the magnetron

sputtering plasma. In fact, the optical emission intensity from Ti2+

was below the detection limit at all the discharge conditions. The

other candidate is Penning ionization (Ti + ArM
→ Ti+ + Ar + e).

In the following section, the contribution of Penning ionization to the
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production of Ti+ in the afterglow will be discussed.

Temporal variations of ArM density

The temporal variation of the distribution of ArM density was mea-

sured. Figure 4.11 shows the spatial distributions of the ArM density

in pulse–modulated rf magnetron sputtering plasma after the termina-

tion of the rf power. The rf power and the Ar pressure were 100 W and

100 mTorr, respectively. At 0 and 10 µs after the termination of the rf

power, the peak position of the ArM density was adjacent to the target

surface, as shown in Figs. 4.11(a) and 4.11(b). It is noted that the

spatial distributions of ArM density at these delay times were similar

to that observed in the steady–state dc magnetron sputtering plasmas,

as shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. The ArM density decreased steeply with

the distance from the target. As shown in Figs. 4.11(c) and 4.11(d),

the ArM density decreased rapidly with time in the afterglow, and be-

come almost negligible at 500 µs after the termination of the rf power.

However, in the late afterglow, we observed the reappearance of the

ArM density as shown in Figs. 4.11(e) and 4.11(f). The peak value of

the ArM density in Fig. 4.11(f) was five time larger than the noise level

in Fig. 4.11(d). This result clearly indicated the production of ArM

in the late afterglow. The peak of the ArM density in the distribution

shown in Fig. 4.11(f) was located at a distance of 3.5 cm from the tar-

get, indicating that the production process of ArM in the late afterglow

was efficient in the downstream region.

Figure 4.12 shows the temporal variation of the total number of

ArM at gas pressures of 30, 60, 100 and 150 mTorr in the afterglow.

The rf power was 100 W. As shown in Fig. 4.12, the second peak of the

total number of ArM was observed at 1∼1.5 ms after the termination of

the rf power. These second peaks in the late afterglow were observable

only in high gas pressures of 100 and 150 mTorr. The most promising

explaination for the production process of ArM in the late afterglow is

recombination between Ar+ and electron (Ar+ + e + e → ArM + e).
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Figure 4.11: Temporal variation of ArM after the termination of the rf
power. The rf power and the Ar pressure were 100 W and 100 mTorr,
respectively.
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Figure 4.12: Temporal variations of the total number of ArM at various
gas pressures as a function of time after the termination of the rf power.

The recombination rate coefficient is sensitive to the electron temper-

ature, and it is enhanced in the afterglow plasma with a low electron

temperature. Since the high gas pressure enhances the decrease in

the electron temperature, the production of ArM is remarkable in the

high–pressure discharge.

Figure 4.9 indicates that the distribution of the Ti+ density had the

peak at the downstream region at 0 and 10 µs after the termination

of the rf power. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 4.11, the spatial

distribution of the ArM density at the same delay time had the peak in

the region close to the target surface. This result indicates that there

is no correlation between the spatial distributions of Ti+ and ArM den-

sities in the discharge phase. In addition, by comparing Figs. 4.10(c)

with 4.12, one may also understand that there is no correlation be-

tween the temporal variations of the total amounts of Ti+ and ArM.

The total number of Ti+ increased with time from 0 to 1 ms, while the

total number of ArM decreased with time from 0 to 0.5 ms. Therefore,

it is concluded that the comparison between the spatial and temporal

variations of the Ti+ and ArM densities is negative to the contribution
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of Penning ionization to the production of Ti+ in the afterglow of the

high–pressure magnetron sputtering plasma.

It was interesting, however, that the total number of ArM showed

the second peak in the late afterglow of the pulse–modulated rf mag-

netron sputtering plasma. Although it is strongly suggested the pro-

duction of ArM in the late afterglow is caused by recombination be-

tween Ar+ and electron, it is a surprising result since the recombina-

tion process is rarely observed in sputtering plasmas. The recombina-

tion process have been observed only in high–density plasmas such as

helicon–wave discharges [16] and glow discharges [21]. In the following

section, the characteristics of the afterglow phase of pulse–modulated

rf magnetron sputtering plasmas are investigated in more details.

4.5 Optical emissions from Ti, Ti+ and
Ar in pulse–modulated rf magnetron
sputtering plasmas

4.5.1 Experiment

In this section, the spatiotemporal variations of the optical emission

intensities from Ti, Ti+ and Ar were measured in pulse–modulated

rf magnetron sputtering plasmas using optical emission spectroscopy

(OES). Figure 4.13 shows the experimental setup. The sputtering plas-

mas were produced by pulse–modulated rf magnetron discharges with

a repetition frequency of 10 Hz and a duty ratio of 30%. The mag-

netron source and the vacuum chamber were the same as those in the

previous studies.

As shown in Fig. 4.13, the optical emission image along the cylin-

drical axis of the discharge was projected onto an optical fiber ar-

ray using an imaging lens. The optical fiber array was composed of

linearly–aligned 20 cores, and was placed to observe the axial distribu-

tion of the optical emission. The other end of the optical fiber array
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Figure 4.13: Experimental setup for optical emission spectroscopy.

was placed closed to the entrance slit of a monochromator with a focal

length of 500 mm. The exit side of the monochromator was connected

to an ICCD camera, by which we recorded optical emission spectra at

various distances from the target surface. The temporal variations of

the optical emission spectra were obtained by changing the delay time

between the trigger to the gate of the ICCD camera and the termina-

tion of the rf power. The emission wavelengths of Ti, Ti+ and Ar used

in the present study are summarized in Table 4.2.

4.5.2 Results and discussion

Figures 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16 show the temporal variations of the optical

emission intensities from Ti, Ti+ and Ar at various distances from the

target as a function of time after the termination of the rf power. The

rf power and the Ar pressure were 100 W and 100 mTorr, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 4.14, the intensities of the Ti lines dropped very

rapidly with time in the initial afterglow after the termination of the
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Table 4.2: Emission wavelengths of Ti, Ti+ and Ar used in OES mea-
surements [12].

Particle Emission wavelength Transition configuration
Ti 363.55 nm y3Go

3 → a3F2

Ti 364.27 nm y3Go
4 → a3F3

Ti 365.35 nm y3Go
5 → a3F4

Ti+ 368.52 nm z2Do
3/2
→ a2F5/2

Ti+ 323.45 nm z4F o
9/2
→ a4F9/2

ArM 810.37 nm 4p[3/2]1 → 4s[3/2]o1
ArM 811.53 nm 4p[5/2]3 → 4s[3/2]o2
ArM 415.86 nm 5p[5/2]2 → 4s[3/2]o2

rf power, and they were not observable at 0.3 ms. In the late afterglow,

however, the intensities of the Ti lines increased and had the peak value

at approximately 1 ms. This result indicates that there is a production

of radiative Ti in the late afterglow. Since the electron temperature

decreased rapidly in the afterglow, the production of radiative Ti by

electron impact excitation (Ti + e→ Ti∗ + e) is not expected. There-

fore, the production of radiative Ti in the late afterglow is attributed

to recombination between Ti+ ion and electron (Ti+ + e + e → Ti∗

+ e). The recombination rate is sensitive to the electron temperature

and it is enhanced with the decrease in the electron temperature [16].

Figure 4.14 shows that the reproduction of radiative Ti was observed

only in the downstream region at 3.5 and 5 cm from the target.

Figure 4.15 shows the temporal variations of the optical emission

intensities from Ti+ at various distances from the target as a function

of time after the termination of the rf power. In contrast to the Ti

lines, the intensities of the Ti+ lines decreased slowly in the afterglow

and there were no second peaks in the late afterglow. As shown in

Fig. 4.15, the lifetime of the radiative Ti+ was long, where the optical

emission intensities from Ti+ at 3.5 and 5 cm from the target were

almost constant between 0.2 and 1.2 ms.
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Figure 4.14: Temporal variations of excited Ti at various distances
from target. The rf power and Ar gas pressure were 100 W and 100
mTorr, respectively.
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Figure 4.15: Temporal variations of excited Ti+ at various distances
from target. The rf power and Ar gas pressure were 100 W and 100
mTorr, respectively.
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Figure 4.16: Temporal variations of excited Ar at various distances
from target. The rf power and Ar gas pressure were 100 W and 100
mTorr, respectively.
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(a) Ti

(b) Ti+

(c) Ar

Figure 4.17: Temporal variations from Ti, Ti+ and Ar at various dis-
charge pressures. The rf power was 100 W and the distance from target
was 3.5 cm.
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Figure 4.16 shows the temporal variations of the optical emission

intensities from Ar at various distances from the target as a function

of time after the termination of the rf power. The temporal variations

of the optical emission intensities of Ar were almost similiar to those of

the Ti lines. The intensities of the Ar lines dropped rapidly in the ini-

tial afterglow. However, it increased in the late afterglow and had the

peak value at 1 ms after the termination of the rf power. The temporal

variation of the population of radiative Ar in the afterglow is consistent

with that of the ArM density as shown in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12. From the

OES and LIF results, one may understand that ArM in the late after-

glow is produced by the following mechanisms. Firstly, excited states

of Ar were produced by recombination between Ar+ and electron (Ar+

+ e + e → Ar∗ + e), and then they decayed to the metastable state

(Ar∗ → ArM + hυ). The ArM density and the radiative Ar in the

late afterglow were higher in the downstream region, which may be

explained by the spatial distribution of the electron density in the af-

terglow. The peak of the electron density may be located at the center

of the vacuum chamber since the electron impact ionization stops in

the afterglow. The present experimental results clearly indicate firstly

that significant recombination processes are available in the afterglow

phase of magnetron sputtering plasmas.

In addition, Fig. 4.17 shows the temporal variation of the optical

emission intensities from Ti, Ti+ and Ar at various discharge pressures.

Figures 4.17(a) and 4.17(c) show that the peak intensities of the Ti and

Ar lines in the late afterglow were significantly high in high–pressure

discharges. As mentioned previously, since the decrease in the electron

temperature in the afterglow is enhanced by the discharge pressure,

the production of radiative Ti and Ar by recombination is remarkable

in high–pressure discharge. On the other hand, Fig. 4.17(b) shows that

the intensity of the Ti+ line was almost independent of the discharge

pressure. Therefore, result in Fig. 4.17(b) suggests that, there is no

significant recombination process to produce radiative Ti+ in the after-
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glow. This is consistent with the previous conclusion that there is no

contribution of the recombination process from Ti2+ to the production

process of the ground state of Ti+ in the afterglow plasma, since we

assumed that the Ti2+ density is significantly low.

4.6 Ionization efficiency of Ti in Ar, Kr
and Xe dc magnetron sputtering plas-
mas

4.6.1 Experiment

In this section, the ionization efficiency of Ti in various discharge gases

was investigated. The experimental setup and procedure were the

same as those in chapter 2. The dc magnetron sputtering plasmas

were produced using Ar, Kr and Xe discharge gases and the spatial

distributions of the Ti(a3F2) and Ti+(a4F3/2) densities were observed

by two–dimensional LIF imaging spectroscopy. The distributions of

the Ti and Ti+ densities in Ar, Kr and Xe discharge gases at various

pressures were investigated.

On the other hand, in order to investigate the contribution of Pen-

ning ionization to the production process of Ti+, the absolute densities

of metastable states of Ar (ArM), Kr (KrM) and Xe (XeM) were mea-

sured by diode laser absorption spectroscopy. The experimental setup

is shown in Fig. 4.18. A tunable diode laser beam was injected into

the sputtering plasmas at a distance of 4 cm from the target surface.

The intensity of the laser beam was attenuated to avoid the saturation

of absorption. The transmitted laser beam was detected using pho-

tomultiplier tube via a monochromator. The absorption transitions

for Ar, Kr and Xe were 763.51 nm (4s[3/2]o2 → 4p[3/2]2), 760.15 nm

(5s[3/2]o2 → 5p[3/2]2) and 979.97 nm (6s[3/2]o2 → 6p[1/2]1), respec-

tively. In evaluating the absolute densities of metastable Kr and Xe,

the contributions of the isotope shifts and hyperfine structures to the
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Figure 4.18: Experimental setup for measuring absolute metastable
densities of Ar, Kr and Xe by diode laser absorption spectroscpy.

absorption spectra were taken into account [22,23]. The absolute den-

sities of ArM, KrM and XeM as a function of the gas pressure were

investigated.

4.6.2 Results and discussion

Figure 4.19 shows the two–dimensional distributions of the Ti density

in Ar, Kr and Xe magnetron sputtering discharges. The magnitudes of

the vertical axes of the three figures can be compared. The dc power

and the discharge pressure were 75 W and 100 mTorr, respectively.

The peaks of the Ti densities were located at distances of 0–2 cm from

the target surface in all the discharge gases. It is noted that the peak

values of the Ti density were almost the same. After the peaks at 0–2

cm from the target, the Ti density decreased steeply with the distance

from the target.

Figure 4.20 shows the two–dimensional distributions of the Ti+

densities in Ar, Kr and Xe discharges. The magnitudes of the vertical

axes of Fig. 4.20 can also be compared. The dc power and the dis-

charge pressure were the same as those in Fig. 4.19. The distributions

of the Ti+ density had the peak values at approximately 4 cm from
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the target surface. The peak position was almost independent of the

discharge gas. This result indicates that Ti+ ions are produced effi-

ciently in the downstream regions of the Ar, Kr and Xe magnetron

sputtering plasmas. Since a typical magnetron sputtering source was

used in the present experiment, the bright plasma with a high electron

temperature and a high electron density was localized in the region

near the target surface. Hence, Fig. 4.20 suggests that electron impact

ionization (Ti + e → Ti+ + 2e) is not the main production process of

Ti+ in all the discharge gases. The Ti+ ions are produced efficiently in

the downstream region with a low electron temperature.

A small contribution of electron impact ionization to the production

of Ti+ ions in the upstream region was observed only Xe dc discharges.

As shown in Fig. 4.20, there were two peaks of Ti+ observed near the

target surface which is corresponded to the cross sections of the bright

E ×B ring. Since the electrons were trapped sufficiently in this region,

the production of Ti+ ions in this region was surely due to the electron

impact ionization. However, Fig. 4.20 shows that the value of the Ti+

density in the upstream region was three times smaller than that in

the downstream region. Therefore, this result clearly indicates that

the electron impact ionization is not the main production process of

Ti+ in the downstream region.

Figure 4.21 shows the Ti and Ti+ densities and the Ti+/Ti density

ratios on the cylindrical axis at 4 cm from the target as a function of

the pressures of Ar, Kr and Xe discharge gases. The dc power was 75

W. Figure 4.21(a) shows that Ti density increased with the discharge

pressure but was roughly saturated when the discharge pressure was

higher than 40 mTorr. The magnitudes of the Ti densities in all dis-

charge gases were almost the same. On the other hand, as shown

in Fig. 4.21(b), the Ti+ density in all the discharge gases increased

steadily with the discharge pressure. The magnitude of the Ti+ densi-

ties was significantly influenced by the discharge gas. The highest Ti+

density was observed in the Ar discharge, and the Ti+ density was low-
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Figure 4.19: Spatial distributions of Ti density in Ar, Kr and Xe dc
magnetron sputtering plasmas. The discharge power and pressure were
75 W and 100 mTorr, respectively.
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Figure 4.20: Spatial distributions of Ti+ density in Ar, Kr and Xe dc
magnetron sputtering plasmas. The discharge power and pressure were
75 W and 100 mTorr, respectively.
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Figure 4.21: (a)Ti density, (b)Ti+ density and (c)Ti+/Ti density ratio
in Ar, Kr and Xe discharge gases as a function of gas pressure. The
discharge power was 75 W and the distance from the target was 4 cm.
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Figure 4.22: Absolute metastable densities of Ar, Kr and Xe as a
function of gas pressure. The discharge power was 75 W and the
distance from the target was 4 cm.

est in the Xe discharge. Since the Ti density was almost independent

of the discharge gas, it is clear that the density ratio of Ti+/Ti, or the

ionization efficiency of Ti, is remarkably influenced by the discharge

gas.

Figure 4.21(c) shows that the Ti+/Ti density ratio increased with

the discharge pressure in all the discharge gases. The magnitude of the

increase in the Ti+/Ti density ratio was dependent on the discharge

gas. The Ti+/Ti density ratio in the Ar discharge at a pressure of

100 mTorr was one order of magnitude higher than that in the Xe dis-

charge at the same pressure. This result would give us an insight into

the ionization mechanism of Ti in high-pressure magnetron sputtering

discharges. Since a candidate for the ionization mechanism is Penning

ionization (Ti + XM → Ti+ + X + e, where XM is the metastable state

of the discharge gas), the absolute densities of ArM, KrM, and XeM in

the discharges were measured.

The variations of the ArM, KrM and XeM densities were examined
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as a function of the discharge pressure. Figure 4.22 shows the absolute

densities of ArM, KrM and XeM at a distance of 4 cm from the target.

As shown in Fig. 4.22, the absolute densities of ArM, KrM and XeM were

almost the same at (4∼8)×1010 cm−3 in low–pressure discharges. The

KrM and XeM densities decreased steeply with the discharge pressure,

and became approximately 1×1010 cm−3 at a discharge pressure of 100

mTorr. On the other hand, the ArM density was roughly constant with

the discharge pressure. In high pressure discharges, the ArM density

was approximately seven times higher than the KrM and XeM densities.

As shown in Fig. 4.21(c), the Ti+/Ti density ratio at 4 cm from

the target increased with the discharge pressure in all the discharge

gases. Hence, by comparing Fig. 4.22 with Fig. 4.21(c), we found

no correlation between the variations of the Ti+/Ti density ratio and

the ArM, KrM, and XeM densities. In addition, one may speculate

that the rate coefficient of Penning ionization for Ti–XeM collision is

larger than that for Ti–KrM collision. This is because a larger cross

section for Penning ionization is expected if the difference between the

ionization potential of Ti and the excitation energy of the metastable

state is closer. Therefore, since the KrM and XeM densities are similar

at a pressure of 100 mTorr, a higher rate of Penning ionization is

expected in the Xe discharge than the Kr discharge, contradicting the

Ti+/Ti density ratio shown in Fig. 4.21(c). It is concluded that the

contribution of Penning ionization to the ionization process of Ti in

high-pressure Ar, Kr and Xe magnetron sputtering plasmas is small.

4.7 Possible candidate for the production
process of Ti+ in high–pressure mag-
netron sputtering plasma

The experimental results in sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.6 had concluded

that the electron impact ionization (Ti+e→ Ti+ +2e), the charge ex-

change (Ar+ + Ti→ Ar + Ti+) and the Penning ionization (Ti+XM →
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Ti+ + X + e, where XM is the metastable state of the discharge gas)

were not the main production processes of Ti+ in the downstream

region of high–pressure magnetron sputtering plasmas. In addition,

there was also no contribution from the TiM to the production of Ti+

(TiM +e→ Ti+ +2e) in low electron temperature plasma, as shown by

the experimental results in section 4.4. Briefly, these conclusions were

made since the experimental results show that the density products

of nTine, nTinAr+, nTinXM and nTiMne in the downstream region were

smaller than that in the upstream region, in which there were inconsis-

tent with the spatial distributions of the Ti+ density. Therefore, for an

efficient production of Ti+ in the downstream region, there should be

another radical where their density in the downstream region is higher

than that in the upstream region. A possible candidate for this is Ar+
2 .

Typically, the production process of Ar+
2 ions in plasma is given

by Ar+ + Ar + Ar → Ar+
2 + Ar, and it has a rate coefficient of

kp = 2.7× 10−31 cm6/s. On the other hand, it has been reported that,

the loss process of Ar+
2 in plasmas with an electron temperature higher

than 1 eV is dominated by electron impact dissociation (Ar+
2 + e →

Ar+ + Ar + e), and it has a rate coefficient of kd = 2.5×10−7 cm3/s at

an electron temperature Te = 2 eV [25]. Therefore, at a steady-state,

the Ar+
2 density is given by nAr+2

= (kp/kd)nArnAr, where nAr is the

argon atom density. Since the rate coefficient kd is proportional to

the electron temperature, and since the high electron temperature in

magnetron sputtering plasma is localized in the region near the target,

the Ar+
2 density in the upstream region of dc magnetron sputtering

plasma is expected to be smaller than that in the downstream region.

In addition, the production of Ar+
2 is proportional to the argon atom

density (the gas pressure), indicating that there is a good correlation

between the distributions of Ar+
2 and Ti+ qualitatively. Therefore, we

believed that the Ar+
2 is the most probable candidate for the production

of Ti+ in the downstream region of high–pressure magnetron sputerring

plasmas.
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At present, we found no literature about the contribution of Ar+
2

to the production of Ti+ (Ar+
2 + Ti → Ar∗2 + Ti+ or Ar+

2 + Ti →

Ar + Ar + Ti+ ). These reactions had not been studied because it is

widely assumed that in a processing plasma with a discharge pressure

of 100 mTorr or less, the Ar+
2 density is significantly low and negligible.

However, an experimental result reported by Matsui et. al. shows that

the density ratio of Ar+
2 /Ar+ was approximately 1/1000 even in a low-

pressure magnetron sputtering discharge at 2.3 mTorr [24], indicating

the Ar+
2 density is much higher than it is expected. In order to demon-

strate our speculation on the contribution of Ar+
2 to the production

process of Ti+, further investigations on the distribution of the Ar+
2

density in high–pressure magnetron sputtering plasma are necessary.

4.8 Conclusions

Several experiments have been carried out to investigate the production

mechanisms of Ti+ in high–pressure magnetron sputtering plasmas.

By comparing the spatial distributions of the plasma density and the

electron temperature with those of the Ti and Ti+ densities, it has

been found that electron impact ionization (Ti + e → Ti+ + e + e)

is not the main ionization mechanism of Ti to create Ti+ in the gas

phase of magnetron sputtering plasmas. In addition, the Ti+ density

was found increased with time in the afterglow after the termination

of the discharge, indicating that Ti+ is efficiently produced in the gas

phase with low electron temperature.

The contribution of Penning ionization (ArM + Ti → Ar + Ti+)

was investigated as a candidate of the production process of Ti+ in

low–temperature plasma. However, there were no correlation between

the spatial and temporal variations of the ArM and Ti+ densities mea-

sured by LIF imaging spectroscopy. From the experimental results,

we concluded that Penning ionization is also not the main production

process of Ti+. This conclusion is supported by the results of the dis-
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tributions of Ti+ densities in Ar, Kr and Xe dc magnetron sputtering

plasmas and the distributions of absolute ArM, KrM, and XeM densities

at various discharge pressures.

In chapters 2 and 3, it has been shown that Ti+ ions are produced

efficiently in the downstream region of high–pressure sputtering plas-

mas. Since Ti atoms were concentrated in the region near the target in

high–pressure magnetron sputtering plasmas, an alternative source is

necessary to produce Ti+ in the downtsream region. TiM is the candi-

date for this alternative source, because it could be assumed that TiM

is transported to the downstream region and then produces Ti+ by the

impact of low–energy electron (TiM + e + e → Ti+ + e). The spatial

distributions of TiM(a1G4) density in pulse–modulated rf magnetron

sputtering plasmas were measured by LIF imaging spectroscopy. How-

ever, the spatial and temporal variations of the TiM densities indicated

that there were no contribution of TiM to the production of Ti+.

In addition, it has been found that there is a second peak in the

ArM density in the late afterglow of pulse–modulated rf magnetron

sputtering plasma. This result is attributed to the recombination pro-

cess between Ar+ and electron. The similar second peaks in the late

afterglow were observed in the optical emission intensities from Ti and

Ar. It is believed that this is the first time that a significant recombi-

nation process observed in the afterglow of a conventional sputtering

plasma source. Recombination of Ti2+ and electron could be a pro-

duction process of Ti+, however, it is unlikely to be the dominant pro-

duction process since the amount of Ti2+ is not adequated to produce

a significant amount of Ti+.

Finally, since there were no appopriate answers to the main pro-

duction process of Ti+ in the downstream region of high–pressure mag-

netron sputtering plasmas, a possible candidate was discussed. We dis-

cussed that the contribution of Ar+
2 to the production process of Ti+,

if the Ar+
2 density is comparatively high in our high–pressure mag-

netron sputtering plasmas. From the qualitative discussions, a good
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correlation between the spatial distributions of the Ar+
2 density and

the Ti+ density in the steady-state of magnetron sputtering plasmas is

expected. However, since there is no experimental evidence to support

this speculation, further investigations are indispensable.
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Chapter 5

Sticking probability of Ti atoms
during deposition in magnetron
sputtering plasmas

5.1 Introduction

Sputtering deposition is a well-established technique for obtaining metal

thin films. This technique has been used in various fields of manu-

facturing such as electronic, optical, medical, and automobile indus-

tries [1–3]. In microelectronics industry, metal sputtering deposition

is used widely for depositing barrier and seed layers inside narrow

trenches and holes of ultra-large scale integrated circuits (ULSIs). Over

the last few years, the sizes of trenches and holes in ULSIs have shrunk

rapidly, resulting in a difficulty in the formation of metal thin films in-

side them [4,5]. Therefore, the understanding of the formation mecha-

nism of metal films inside fine patterns becomes especially important.

Many studies have been carried out to simulate deposition profiles

of metal films inside trenches and holes [6–8]. A key parameter in

the profile simulation is the sticking probability of metal atoms on the

surface of a substrate during the growth of the film. The deposition

profile and the deposition rate are significantly affected by the value of

the sticking probability assumed in the simulation [9–12]. In spite of

the importance of the sticking probability of metal atoms, it has never

been examined experimentally to date. The sticking probability of

metal atoms is conventionally assumed to be unity in many simulation
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studies, which means that all metal atoms stick and form the film

invariably when they arrive at the surface of the substrate [13–17].

In this chapter, the sticking probability of Ti atoms in magnetron

sputtering deposition is evaluated experimentally. The method for

evaluating the sticking probability is based on the measurement of

the spatial distribution of the Ti atom density in front of a planar

substrate by laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) imaging spectroscopy.

The sticking probability was evaluated by comparing the experimental

density distribution with a diffusion model proposed by Chantry [18].

Special attention was paid to measure the density distribution of Ti

precisely. The effects of discharge parameters and substrate conditions

on the sticking probability were also investigated.

5.2 Principles for evaluating sticking prob-
ability

The sticking probability is evaluated from the distribution of Ti atom

density and a diffusion model proposed by Chantry [18]. This model

is based on a simple theory which takes into account the reflection

of particles at the boundary. The boundary condition in this model

implies a non-zero density on the substrate. The distribution reaches

the zero density at a virtual boundary behind the substrate, even if

the sticking probability is unity, namely, the reflection coefficient on

the substrate is zero. According to the diffusion model by Chantry,

the sticking probability α is given by

α =
2

1 + λv̄Ti/2D
, (5.1)

where λ is the distance from the substrate surface to the zero density

point of the linear extrapolating line (extrapolating length), D is the

diffusion coefficient of Ti in Ar, and v̄Ti =
√

8kBTTi/πM with kB, TTi,

and M being the Boltzman constant, the Ti temperature, and the mass

of Ti, respectively.
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The value of λ is estimated from the distribution of Ti atom density

along the cylindrical axis of the discharge. The diffusion coefficient D

of Ti atom in Ar has been examined by Ohebsian et al. using an

optical absorption technique in the afterglow of a pulsed titanium-

argon hollow cathode discharge [19]. According to Ohebsian et al., D

(cm2/s) is given by

D =
(3.1± 0.15)× 1018 ×

√

TAr/300

nAr

, (5.2)

where nAr (cm−3) is the Ar density corresponding to the pressure

(nAr = p/kBTAr with p being the Ar pressure). The Ar temperature

TAr (K) is measured by LIF spectroscopy using a tunable diode laser

as the light source. By assuming TTi = TAr, the sticking probability α

is deduced by measuring λ and TAr.

It should be emphasized that the present method for evaluating the

sticking probability is valid only when the transport of Ti is dominated

by diffusion. According to a previous experiment, at Ar pressures

higher than 10 mTorr, collisions between Ar and sputtered Fe atoms

are frequent enough to thermalize the velocity distribution function of

sputtered atoms [20]. Hence, one can expect the diffusion transport of

Ti and TTi = TAr at Ar pressures higher than 10 mTorr. In addition,

since the increase of the ionization ratio of Ti for Ar pressure from 10

mTorr to 50 mTorr was small (as shown in chapter 3), we assumed

that the influence of the volume loss of Ti by the ionization to Ti+ is

negligible. As will be shown later, the result of the sticking probability

as a function of Ar pressure is consistent with this assumption.

5.3 Experimental setup and procedure

Figure 5.1 shows the experimental setup for measuring the spatial dis-

tribution of Ti atom density. The experimental chamber was the same

as that used for the experiment of Ti film deposition in chapter 3.

Briefly, the cylindrical vacuum chamber had a diameter of 16 cm and a
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the experimental setup.

length of 18 cm. Sputtering plasmas were produced by direct-current

(dc) magnetron discharges with a Ti target of 50 mm in diameter.

The magnetron source was a conventional one with a pair of cylin-

drical permanent magnets on an indirect water-cooling system. The

discharge gas was Ar and the pressure was monitored using a capac-

itance manomator. An electrically floating planar substrate made of

stainless steel was placed coaxially at a distance of 50 mm from the Ti

target. The diameter of the substrate was 80 mm.

The distribution of relative Ti atom density was measured by LIF

imaging spectroscopy. A tunable optical parametric oscillator (OPO)

laser beam having a planar shape with a width of 45 mm and a thick-

ness of 2 mm was injected into the sputtering plasma. Ti atoms were

excited from their ground to upper energy states by the laser beam

at the resonant wavelength. The resonant excitation was followed by

the radiative transition to a lower energy state to form an image of

LIF on the planar laser beam. The LIF image on the planar laser

beam was captured using a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera with

a gated image intensifier. An interference filter was placed in front of

the camera to separate LIF from the stray light and self emission of
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the plasma. The excitation and observation wavelengths were 293.35

nm (a3F2 → v3F o
3 ) and 455.53 nm (v3F o

3 → b3F3), respectively. In

this way, two-dimensional spatial distributions of the Ti atom density

in the region between the Ti target and the substrate were obtained.

Only the density distribution along the cylindrical axis was analyzed

for deducing the sticking probability.

The precise measurement of the density distribution is very impor-

tant to estimate λ accurately. In this experimental configuration, the

precise measurement was disturbed by the reflections of LIF on the sur-

faces of the substrate and the chamber wall. The influence of reflected

LIF on the substrate surface was eliminated by setting a distance of

5 mm between the edge of the planar laser beam and the substrate

surface as shown in Fig. 5.1. The influence of reflected LIF on the

chamber wall was compensated by subtracting it from the detected

signal. The distribution of reflected LIF was known by the following

procedure. We hid a narrow part of the planar laser beam. The LIF

signal corresponding to the hidden area was not zero, which was due to

the reflection of LIF from the area illuminated by the laser beam. The

distribution of reflected LIF was obtained by repeating this measure-

ment with changing the hidden part. Owing to the special attention

described above, the precise distribution of Ti atom density in front of

the substrate was achieved.

The Ar temperature TAr was obtained from the Doppler broadening

of the transition line from the metastable 4s[3/2]o2 to 4p[3/2]1 states at

a wavelength of 772.38 nm. The measurement was carried out on the

cylindrical axis at a distance of 5 mm from the substrate, where the

magnitude of the magnetic field was so weak that the broadening of the

transition line by Zeeman effect was negligible. A tunable diode laser

beam with a narrow linewidth was injected into the plasma to excite

Ar atoms from 4s[3/2]o2 to 4p[3/2]1. The LIF emission from 4p[3/2]1

to 4s[1/2]o1 at 810.37 nm was detected using a photomultiplier tube

via a monochromator. The intensity of the laser beam was attenuated
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to avoid the saturation broadening. By tuning the wavelength of the

diode laser, we obtained the Doppler-broadened transition line profile,

which gave us the estimation of TAr.

5.4 Gas temperature evaluated from the
Doppler broaderning of ArM

The Ar temperature was estimated by fitting the Doppler-broadened

transition line profile of Ar at a metastable state (ArM) to a Gaussian

profile. Figure 5.2 shows the Ar temperatures as a function of the gas

pressure at various discharge powers and various substrate conditions.

The distance from the sputtering target was 45 mm and the distance

from the substrate was 5 mm. As shown by the circles and the rect-

angles, the Ar temperature was not influence by the discharge power

and the discharge pressure. The Ar temperature was approximately

constant at 400 K. This is reasonably understood because the mea-

surement point is far from the hot plasma region which was localized

in front of the target where the magnetic field is strong. However, the

Ar temperature slightly increased when the rf power coressponding to

a self–bias voltage of -200 V was applied to the substrate as shown by

diamonds in Fig. 5.2. The Ar temperature was also increased when the

substrate was heated to approximately 250◦C as shown by triangles.

The results were consistent with a recent report that the gas temper-

ature in plasma is influenced by the substrate temperature [21]. The

Ar temperatures measured at various discharge conditions and various

substrate conditions are employed for deducing the sticking probability

α in the following section.

5.5 Sticking probability of Ti atoms

Figure 5.3 shows a typical distribution of Ti atoms density along the

cylindrical axis. The discharge power and the Ar pressure were 75 W
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substrate was heated at 250◦C. The discharge power was 75 W.
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and 10 mTorr, respectively. As shown by the dotted line in Fig. 5.3,

the density distribution was extrapolated linearly beyond the substrate

surface. In this case, the extrapolating length was estimated to be

λ = 10.0 mm. On the other hand, the diode laser LIF spectroscopy

gave us TAr = 390 K, as shown in Fig. 5.2. By substituting these values

into eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), a sticking probability was evaluated to be α =

0.82. It is noted that this sticking probability was evaluated during the

growth of the Ti film. Hence α = 0.82 is the sticking probability when

Ti atoms arrive at the surface of the Ti film. In addition, it is also noted

that the reflection of Ti+ followed by neutralization does not affect the

evaluation of λ since the Ti+ density is one order of magnitude lower

than the Ti density in the present experimental conditions as described

in chapter 3.

The sticking probabilities evaluated at various Ar pressures are

listed in Table 5.1 together with λ and TAr. The dc power was 75 W.

The sticking probability shown in Table 5.1 distributes from 0.6 to 0.8,

but there are no trends in the variation with the gas pressure. In fact,

the value of α scattered randomly when the experiment was repeated

several times at the same discharge condition.

Table 5.1: Extrapolating length λ, Ar temperature TAr, and sticking
probability α observed at various Ar pressures. The discharge power
was 75 W.

Ar pressure Extrapolating length Ar temperature Sticking probability

p (mTorr) λ (mm) TAr (K) α
10 10.0 390 0.82
20 6.4 400 0.72
30 5.5 420 0.62
40 3.5 410 0.68

Figure 5.4 shows the comparison between the sticking probabilities

obtained at two dc powers. The plots represent the average for several

measurements, and the error bars show the maximum and minimum
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values. The variation of the sticking probability with the Ar pressure

was small and was within the magnitude of the error bars. Since the

sticking probability is determined by the interaction between Ti atoms

and the surface of Ti film, this result is reasonable if the activation state

of the surface of the Ti film is independent of the gas pressure [21–23].

The difference in α at different dc powers was also within the error

bars, but the average α at 40 W was larger than that at 75 W. This

may suggest a slight difference in the activation state of the surface of

the Ti film at different dc powers.

Figure 5.4 was obtained when the substrate had a floating potential

and was not heated. The sticking probability with a heated or biased

substrate is shown in Fig. 5.5. The triangles represent the sticking

probabilities when the substrate was heated at 250◦C. The diamonds

represent the sticking probabilities when an rf power corresponding

to a self-bias voltage of −200 V was applied to the substrate. The
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discharge power was fixed at 75 W. By comparing Fig. 5.5 with Fig. 5.4,

it is known that heating and biasing the substrate have no significant

influence on the sticking probability.

In general, a higher substrate temperature results in a slower de-

position rate. According to the experimental result shown in Fig. 5.5,

the decrease in the deposition rate at a high substrate temperature

is not attributed to the decrease in the sticking probability. The Ar

temperature was found increased and the Ti atom density decreased

in front of the substrate when the substrate was heated at 250◦C. The

decrease in the Ti atom density may be a reason for the decrease in the

deposition rate with the substrate temperature. On the other hand,

the same sticking probability observed with the biased substrate indi-

cates that resputtering of the Ti film by Ar+ is negligible in comparison

with the adsorption Ti flux in this experimental condition. The self

sputtering by Ti+ is also negligible since the Ti+ density is much lower

than the Ar+ density. In addition, the activation state of the surface

of the Ti film may not be affected significantly by the substrate bias.
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The reason for the roughly constant sticking probability at different

discharge and substrate conditions has not been fully understood yet.

Futher experiments using other target materials are necessary to have

better understanding of the sticking probability of metal atoms.

5.6 Conclusions

The sticking probability of Ti atoms in magnetron sputtering deposi-

tion was investigated experimentally. As a result, the sticking proba-

bility is roughly independent of the discharge and substrate conditions.

By calculating the average and the standard deviation of many results

obtained at various experimental conditions, it has been concluded

that the sticking probability of Ti atoms during the growth of Ti film

is 0.9± 0.2. This value suggests the possibility that the sticking prob-

ability is less than unity, which is widely assumed in simulations to

predict deposition profiles inside trenches and holes. Since the deposi-

tion profile is significantly affected by the sticking probability, further
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investigation with less significant data scattering are necessary. In ad-

dition, experiments using other target materials are also necessary to

have better understanding of the sticking probability of metal atoms.
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Chapter 6

Cu particulates in high-pressure
magnetron sputtering plasmas

6.1 Introduction

Until now it have been shown that the production of Ti+ in a conven-

tional magnetron sputtering plasma increased drastically with the gas

pressure. The experimental results suggested that a high gas pressure

and a long distance between the target and the substrate are keys for

obtaining a successful IPVD process. However, there is a drawback of

high–pressure plasma which should be discussed here. It is that a high

pressure plasma is known as an efficient enviroment for the formation

of particulates [1–5]. These particulates are recognized as the source of

contamination problems in plasmas processing since particulates could

cause a circuit’s defect in ULSI interconnects. These particulates could

also cause a damage to the film quality. In contrast to the contamina-

tion problem in microelectronics industries, particulates are of interest

in numerous applications related to nanotechnology and biotechnol-

ogy. Nanoparticles have been investigated with the intension of apply-

ing them to catalysis, photonics and sensing technologies [6–11]. For

such numerous applications, sputtering process has an advantage in

the flexibility for preparing various metals and dielectric materials.

The particulates in reactive plasmas have been a great concern for

more than 20 years [12–19]. The generation and the growth kinetics

of particulates have been studied using in situ laser light scattering
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techniques by many researchers. The scattering theory is based on

Lorentz–Mie scattering theory where the incident laser light is effi-

ciently scattered by particles when the size of particle is almost equiv-

alent to the laser light wavelength. The advantage of this technique is

that it gives a better spatial and temporal resolution in the discharge

space. In addition, the laser light scattering technique can also provide

an information about the mean size and the density of particulates.

In this chapter, the dc magnetron sputtering plasmas employing

a Cu target were produced at significantly high gas pressure. The

generation of Cu particulates in high-pressure magnetron sputtering

plasmas were detected using the laser light scattering technique. The

generations of Cu particulates in the discharge space of high–pressure

magnetron sputtering plasmas in various discharge conditions were in-

vestigated. In addition, the mean size and the density of Cu particu-

lates were evaluated from the scattered light intensities at 457 and 672

nm laser wavelengths.

6.2 Experimental setup

Figure 6.1 shows the experimental setup. The magnetron sputtering

source and the vacuum chamber were the same as those used in the

previous chapters. The only difference from the previous chapters is

that the magnetron sputtering source was inserted from the bottom

of the vacuum chamber. The sputtering plasmas were produced by dc

magnetron discharges. The discharge gas was argon and it was injected

from the top of the pumping system as shown in Fig. 6.1.

In the present study, a Cu target was used as the sputter target,

instead of the Ti target used in the previous studies. This is to avoid

the optical emission from Ti during the scattering measurement using

a blue laser. It is well known from the previous chapter that the most

intense color of sputtering plasmas employing Ti target is blue. A blue

(457 nm and 0.3 mW/mm2) and red (672 nm and 0.9 mW/mm2) cw
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Figure 6.1: Experimental setup for the laser light scattering measure-
ment.

laser beams were arranged to have a planar shape and were injected

into the plasma. The laser lights scattering by Cu particulates were

detected at the normal angle to the laser beam using an ICCD video

camera via an interference filter. The ICCD unit in the present exper-

iment was Hamamatsu Photonics (C6654) with an incorporated Sony

CCD camera (DC–77RR). The ICCD video camera was operated in

continous mode where the visual images were obtained every 33 ms

(exposure time), and the images were sent to a personal computer

equipped with a graphic PC board. The temporal evolutions of the

scattered light intensity after the plasma ignition and after the plasma

termination were observed. In addition, the spatial distributions of Cu

particulates at various discharge conditions were also investigated.

The scattered light intensity from a small particle is a complex

function of the particle size, the shape, the refractive index and the

number density, and it is also expressed in term of the directions, the

wavelength, and the polarizations of the incident and the scattering

light. Therefore, we can evaluate the mean size of Cu particulates
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from the ratio of the scattered laser intensities at 457 and 672 nm. In

order to have a better intensity resolution, the Princeton ICCD camera

(Princeton Instruments, PI–MAX–512RB) was used to visualized the

scattered laser intensities at 457 and 672 nm. A polarizer was placed in-

front of the camera lens and the scattering signals perpendicullar to the

observation plane were measured. Detailed theoretical and explaina-

tion of this diagnostic technique is described in many publications as

well as in reference books [5, 20–24]. The density of particulates was

evaluated from the absolute scattered intensity, which was obtained

by calibrating the sensitivity of the ICCD camera using a tungsten

standard lamp with a known spectral irradiance. These measurements

gave us a spatial distributions of the mean size and the density of Cu

particulates in the gas phase of high–pressure magnetron sputtering

plasmas.

6.3 Results and discussion

6.3.1 Temporal evolution of Cu particulates

Scattered light by Cu particulates in high–pressure magnetron sputter-

ing plasmas was successfully detected. Figure 6.2 shows the temporal

evolution of the image of the scattered light, which was taken after

the plasma ignition. The laser wavelength was 672 nm. The dc power

and the Ar pressure were 15 W and 400 mTorr, respectively. The time

resolution of every images were 33 ms and the measurements covered

a time range of 1∼3 minutes after the plasma ignition. The tones of

black and white of the image represents the minimum and maximum

intensities of the scattered light.

As shown in Fig. 6.2(a), particulates were observed near the target

just after the plasma ignition. The particulates near the target extin-

guished very rapidly with the discharge running time, but then a broad

distribution of particulates was observed at the boundary between the

bright plasma and the dark region, as shown at in Fig. 6.2(b). The
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Figure 6.2: Temporal evolution of Cu particulates after the ignition of
plasma. The dc power and the Ar pressure were 15 W and 400 mTorr,
respectively.

scattered light intensity increased with the discharge running time.

As shown in Fig. 6.2(e), another intense scattered light was observed

in the region adjacent to the ring anode of the magnetron sputtering

source. The scattered intensity then varied with the discharge running

time and became almost stable after 2 minutes. Since the intensity of

the scattered light is dependent on the mean size and the density of

particulates, this result indicates that the size and/or the density of

particulates varied with the discharge running time after the plasma

ignition.
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Figure 6.3: Temporal evolution of Cu particulates after the termination
of plasma. The discharge condition was similar with that in Fig. 6.2.

Figure 6.3 shows the temporal variation of the scattered light taken

after the termination of the plasma. The images show that the partic-

ulates diffuse rapidly toward the chamber wall after the termination of

the plasma. However, from 2 to 4 s after the plasma termination, the

scattered intensity decreased slowly with time. No scattered signals

were detected in the discharge space after 4 s.

In general, there are three main forces contributing to the behaviour

of particulates in plasmas. They are (1) ion drag force, (2) electro-

static force and (3) fluid force consisting the gas flow, the gravity and

the thermophoresis. The results shown in Fig. 6.2 suggest that there
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is a force balance that traps particulates at the boundary between

the bright plasma and the dark region. Since the gas temperature

in the bright plasma may be high, the influence of the thermophore-

sis and the gravity are expected to be dominant for the trapping of

particulates during the discharge phase. This trapping balance was

destroyed when the plasma was terminated, and particulates diffused

due to the electrostatic force of their negative charges, as shown in

Fig. 6.3. At this moment, this is only a speculation based on the ob-

served phenomena on the temporal variation of the scattered light after

the plasma ignition and after the plasma termination. A similar trap-

ping phenomena of particulates in plasmas was reported previously in

a rf capacitively coupled discharge formed between two parallel elec-

trodes [25, 26]. However, in comparison with a simple parallel–plate

rf discharge, magnetron sputtering plasma has complex magnetic and

electric field structures, so that further investigations on the generation

kinetics of particulates in magnetron sputtering plasmas are necessary.

6.3.2 Cu particulates at various discharge condi-

tions

Figure 6.4 shows the two–dimensional distributions of the scattered

laser light intensity at various discharge powers. The time after the

plasma ignition was approximately 2 minutes. The laser wavelength

was 672 nm and the Ar pressure was fixed at 400 mTorr. At a dc

power of 5 W, there was a broad distribution of the scattered laser

light outside of the bright plasma region. However, at a dc power of 15

W, particulates were located in the two regions with sharp boundaries.

One region was on the central axis of target, and the other region was

above the anode ring of the magnetron source. The scattered light

intensity decreased drastically when the dc power increased to 25 W.

The peak of the scattered light intensity was observed at the edge of

the observation area, as shown in Fig. 6.4(c). In addition, no scattered
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Figure 6.4: Spatial distributions of Cu particulates at various discharge
powers. The Ar pressure was fixed at 400 mTorr.
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laser lights were detected when the discharge gas pressure was lower

than 200 mTorr. This is may be due to a small amount of particulates

or a small size of particulates which is below the detection limit of the

present setup.

This result indicates that the distributions of the mean size and/or

the density of Cu particulates critically changed with the discharge

condition. On the other hand, in order to apply the metal particu-

lates in numerous applications, it is important to control the size and

the density of particulates. Therefore, the result suggests that, an

optimum discharge condition is essential to control the size and the

density of metal particulates in magnetron sputtering plasmas.

6.3.3 Mean size and density of Cu particulates

As we mentioned, the intensity of the scattered laser light is dependent

on the mean size and the density of particulates, the laser wavelength,

and the power and the polarization of the laser. Hence, in order to eval-

uate the mean size and the density of Cu particulates we carried out

the scattering measurements at 457 nm and 672 nm laser wavelengths.

Figure 6.5 shows the two–dimensional distributions of scattered inten-

sity observed using 457 nm and 672 nm laser wavelengths. The dc

power and the Ar pressure were 4 W and 400 mTorr, respectively. The

vertical axes of Fig. 6.5 were proportional to the photon number per a

normalized incident laser intensity, and were comparable each other.

As shown in Fig. 6.5, the spatial distributions of the scattered laser

intensity at two laser wavelengths were roughly similar. The peak po-

sition of the scattered laser intensities were located adjacent to the ring

anode of the magnetron sputtering source. In addition, it is known by

the close look at Fig. 6.5 that the scattered intensity was dependent

on the laser wavelength. The spatial distribution of the ratio of the

scattered light intensities at 457 and 672 nm is shown in Fig. 6.7(a).

Figure 6.7(a) shows that the intensity ratio was high at the boundary
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Figure 6.5: Spatial distributions of the scattered intensity from 457
and 672 nm. The dc power and the Ar pressure were 4 W and 400
mTorr, respectively.

Figure 6.6: Scattered intensity ratio versus particle diameter for given
refractive index [24].
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Figure 6.7: Spatial distributions of the intensity ratio at 457 and 672
nm wavelength, the particle diameter and the particle density. The dc
power was and the Ar pressure were 4 W and 400 mTorr, respectively.
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Figure 6.8: Spatial distributions of the intensity ratio, the particle
diameter and the particle density at various discharge conditions. In
(a)∼(c), the dc power and the Ar pressure were 7 W and 400 mTorr,
respectively. In (d)∼(f), the dc power and the Ar pressure were 15 W
and 200 mTorr, respectively.
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between the bright plasma and the dark region. On the other hand,

the intensity ratios at the region near the anode ring of the magnetron

source and the region far from the bright plasma were small. The

scattered intensity ratio at 457 and 672 nm as a function of particle

diameter was calculated, and is shown in Fig. 6.6. The laser polariza-

tion was set as perpendicullar to the scattering plane and the detection

angle was set at 90◦ to the laser beam. By comparing the spatial dis-

tribution of the intensity ratio in Fig. 6.7(a) with the graph shown in

Fig. 6.6, we understood that a larger particulates was observed near

the ring anode of the magnetron souce, while a smaller particulates

was observed at the boundary between the bright plasma and the dark

region.

Graph in Fig. 6.6 shows that, if the diameter of particulates is

below than 80 nm, the ratios of the scattered intensity at 457 and

672 nm are almost constant. Therefore, we could not evaluate the

particulates of diameter smaller than 80 nm. In addition, there is an

overlapping in the ratio of the scattered intensity if the particulates

diameter is larger than 320 nm, as shown in Fig. 6.6. Due to these

severe conditions, we could only evaluate the particulates diameter

at the range between 80 and 320 nm. We attempted to characterize

the spatial distribution of the particulates diameter from the spatial

distribution of the scattered intensity ratio, and the result is shown in

Fig. 6.7(b). Figure 6.7(b) clearly indicates that a larger particulates

was observed at the region near the anode ring of the magnetron source,

while a smaller particulates was observed at the boundary region of the

bright plasma. However, since we found that more than 50% of the

particulates in Fig. 6.7(b) have a diameter between 120 and 200 nm,

it is noted that particulates diameter in the gas phase of sputtering

plasma was almost uniform. On the other hand, Fig. 6.7(c) shows the

spatial distribution of the particle density deduced from the spatial

distributions of the particulates diameter and the absolute scattered

intensity at 457 nm. As shown in Fig. 6.7(c), the Cu particulates had a
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peak density at the boundary between the bright plasma and the dark

region. The Cu particulates density decreased drastically with the

distance from the bright plasma region. The Cu particulates density

ranged between 107∼109 cm−3.

Figure 6.8 shows the spatial distributions of the scattered intensity

ratio, the particulates diameter and the particulates density at two

discharge conditions. Figures 6.7(a), 6.8(a) and 6.8(d) show that the

peak value and the spatial distribution of the scattered intensity ratios

changed drastically with the discharge condition. The distributions of

the particulates diameter and particulates density at various discharge

conditions are shown in Figs. 6.8(b), 6.8(c), 6.8(e) and 6.8(f). These

results clearly indicate that the distributions of the particulates di-

ameter and the particulates density were dependent on the discharge

condition.

6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, Cu particulates were detected in magnetron sputtering

plasmas operated at gas pressures higher than 200 mTorr. It has been

found that the spatial distribution of Cu particulates varied slowly with

the discharge running time. The Cu particulates were concentrated

at the boundary between the bright plasma and the dark region. A

secondary concentration of the Cu particulates was observed at the

region adjacent to the anode ring of the magnetron source after several

tens second after the plasma ignition. In addition, it has been found

that the spatial distribution of Cu particulates changed significantly

with the discharge condition.

From the ratio of the scattered laser intensities at two laser wave-

lengths, the spatial distributions of the particle diameter and the par-

ticle density were evaluated. The result suggests that the distributions

of the particle diameter and the particle density were severely depen-

dent on the discharge condition. Since it has been reported that the
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properties of the thin films embedded with particles is closely related

to the size of embedded particles [10], further investigations on the

optimum discharge condition to control the size and the density of the

metal particulates in magnetron sputtering plasmas are necessary.

On the other hand, as has been shown in Fig. 6.6, the particulates

with diameter smaller than 80 nm is not able to be detected using

the present experimental setup. However, it is well understood that in

order to investigate the generation mechanisms of particulates in the

gas phase, it is important to detect particulates with smaller size such

as 1∼50 nm. This measurement may be achievable if one applied the

polarization–sensitive laser light scattering reported in several publica-

tions previously [16,21,27]. The detection of smaller particulates will

be our future works.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Summary of this study

Over the past 20 years, the development of film deposition utilizing

plasma processing technology has been driven by its applications to

semiconductor devices. Recently, in the fabrication of ULSI’s inter-

connects, magnetron sputtering plasmas are used for fabricating metal

layers on the surface of narrow trenches and holes. Magnetron sput-

tering is a well–known technique that have been widely used for film

deposition in various industrial fields. In spite of its numerous appli-

cations, the conventional magnetron sputtering deposition could not

anymore meet the shrinkage of today’s interconnect size. It has been

very difficult for a sputtered material to be deposited at the bottom of

very fine features. In order to overcome this problem, ionized physical

vapor deposition (IPVD) has been developed to deposite conformal

layers inside fine features.

Typically, the IPVD system is based on a magnetron sputtering

plasma with some additional renovation. The objective of the renova-

tion is to enhance the ratio of metal ions to metal atoms in sputtering

plasma. The metal ions are then accelerated toward the bottom of

narrow features, and eventually form a metal layer. In the present

study, a magnetron sputtering plasma operated at a high pressure was

intesively studied as a simplest method for enhancing the ratio of metal

ions to metal atoms.

In the second chapter, the spatial distributions of Ti and Ti+ den-
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sities in magnetron sputtering plasmas employing a Ti target were

measured. The laser induced fluorescence (LIF) imaging spectroscopy

was applied for this measurement. The LIF technique is powerful for

detecting radicals in plasmas with excelent spatial and temporal resolu-

tions. Since the ground levels of Ti and Ti+ consist of several sublevels,

their spatial distributions were measured separately. The absolute Ti

and Ti+ densities were evaluated from the ultraviolet absorption spec-

troscopy (UVAS) using a hollow cathode Ti lamp as the light source.

Then the total absolute Ti and Ti+ densities were obtained by sum-

ming the absolute Ti and Ti+ densities at their sublevels. The spatial

distributions of Ti and Ti+ densities in various discharge conditions

were investigated. As a result, it has been found that the Ti and Ti+

densities increased with the discharge power and pressure. The spa-

tial distributions of Ti and Ti+ densities were almost independent of

the discharge powers. However, the spatial distribution of Ti density

changed significantly with the discharge pressure. The peak position

of Ti density shifted toward the target surface with the gas pressure.

On the other hand, the peak position of Ti+ density was constant

and it showed the maximum value in the downstream region of the

magnetron sputtering plasma. Therefore, the results indicate that the

Ti+/Ti density ratio in the downstream plasma increased with the gas

pressure. Since a high ratio of metal ions to metal atoms are required

for a successful IPVD process, the results described in the second chap-

ter suggested that a high–pressure magnetron sputtering plasma with

no additional renovations is useful for IPVD process.

In the third chapter, Ti thin film was deposited on a patterned SiO2

substrate placed in the sputtering plasma. The deposition profiles in

trenches were observed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM),

and its correlation to the gas phase diagnostics was discussed. It has

been found that deposition profiles in narrow trenches are consistent

with the ionization ratio Ti+/Ti in the gas phase. The bottom cov-

erage of the deposited film in trenches was improved when a high gas
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pressure and a long distance between the target and the substrate were

employed. This was due to the enhancement of the Ti+ flux, resulting

in the directional deposition onto the bottom of the trench. Therefore,

it has been confirmed that high–pressure magnetron sputtering plas-

mas are applicable for film depositions inside narrow features by the

IPVD technique.

As the high–pressure magnetron sputtering plasmas are demon-

strated to enhance the production of Ti+ and thus improved the de-

position profile, next, the fundamental studies of the ionization mech-

anisms of Ti become indispensable. This is necessary in order to im-

prove the development of the IPVD technique utilizing high-pressure

magnetron sputtering plasmas. An explaination for the efficient pro-

duction of Ti+ in the downstream region of high–pressure magnetron

sputtering plasma is required. In the fourth chapter, several experi-

ments were carried out to investigate this matter. In summary, it have

been shown that the electron impact ionization and the Penning ion-

ization were not the dominant processes for the production of Ti+ in

the downstream region. This conclusion was obtained from the spatial

distributions of the plasma density and the electron temperature, as

well as the spatial and temporal distributions of Ar atom density at

a metastable state (ArM). The electron temperature was found high

at the upstream region of magnetron sputtering plasma, and the peak

of ArM density was found concentrated near the target surface and

was almost independent of the discharge pressure. In addition, the

temporal variation of Ti+ density in the afterglow plasma clearly in-

dicated that Ti+ were produced in the gas phase with a low electron

temperature. The contribution of Ti at a metastable state (TiM) to the

production process of Ti+ was also negative. Although several addi-

tional investigations were carried out to find the dominant production

process of Ti+, there was no reasonable result at the moment. As a

possible candidate, we had qualitatively discussed the contribution of

Ar+
2 to the production process of Ti+ according to the experimental
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results of several reports. We showed reasonable explaination for the

production of Ti+ by Ar+
2 in the downstream region of high–pressure

magnetron sputtering plasma.

In the fifth chapter, the sticking probablity of Ti atoms was evalu-

ated by comparing the spatial distribution of Ti atom density infront

of a substrate with a diffusion model. The distribution of Ti atom den-

sity was evaluated by LIF imaging spectroscopy. The sticking proba-

bility of metal atoms is very important in the simulation of deposition

profiles of metal films inside trenches and holes. As a result, it has

been concluded that the sticking probability of Ti atoms during the

films growth is 0.9± 0.2. The sticking probability is roughly indepen-

dent of the discharge and subtrate conditions. Although the sticking

probablity of metal atoms is widely assumed to be unity in simula-

tion studies, the present experimental result suggests that there is a

possibility for sticking probability to be less than unity. The value of

sticking probability of Ti atoms evaluated by the present should be

used in simulations for predicting the deposition profiles inside narrow

trenches and holes in the future.

In the sixth chapter, particulates in high–pressure magnetron sput-

tering plasmas employing a Cu target were investigated. The particu-

late contamination is known as a serious problem in the fabrication of

semiconductor devices. In contrast to the semiconductor technologies,

recently, numerous applications of nanoparticles have been proposed

because of their potentials in catalysis, optical and sensing technolo-

gies. In the present study, magnetron sputtering plasmas were pro-

duced at extremely high pressure such as few hundreds of mTorr. The

Cu particulates were detected using a laser light scattering technique.

As a result, it has been observed that Cu particulates were gener-

ated in sputtering plasmas when the gas pressure was higher than 200

mTorr. The scattered laser intensity showed that the distribution of

Cu particulates varied slowly with time after the plasma ignition. The

distribution of Cu particulates eventually become stable after approx-
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imately 2 minutes after the plasma ignition. The Cu particulates were

found trapped at the boundary between the bright plasma and the

dark region. The Cu particulates diffused rapidly after the plasma

termination. In addition, we found that the distribution of Cu par-

ticulates was significantly changed with the discharge power. It have

been evaluated that the diameter and the density of Cu particulates

changed drastically with the discharge condition. The Cu particulates

density was distributed in a wide range between 107 and 109 cm−3.

7.2 Future works

It has been clearly demonstrated that the high–pressure magnetron

sputtering plasmas are useful for IPVD process. The advantage of

high–pressure operation of a magnetron sputtering plasma is that it is

the simplest way for enhancing the production of Ti+ in conventional–

type magnetron sputtering source. In addition, it have been shown that

particulates could also be produced in the high–pressure magnetron

sputering plasmas. Accordingly, high–pressure magnetron sputtering

plasmas have two types of applications. The future works and the

remaining tasks in the both applications are described as below.

7.2.1 High–presssure magnetron sputtering plas-

mas for IPVD process

The present study focused on the laser–aided diagnostics of high–

pressure magnetron sputtering plasmas employing a Ti target. The

LIF results showed that the density of Ti+ increased with the gas

pressure. However, the production process of Ti+ in the gas phase of

high–pressure magnetron sputtering plasma is still an open question.

In order to optimize this plasma for the IPVD process, further investi-

gations on the dominant production process of Ti+ are required. Since

there were no informations about the density of molecules (Ar+
2 ) and

the energy distribution of ions (Ar+ and Ti+) in high–pressure mag-
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netron sputtering plasma, an investigation using a mass spectrometer

with an energy analyzer may give us a new point for discussion. The

energy distributions of ions are also indispensable information for opti-

mizing the film quality, since it have been reported that the energy dis-

tribution of the arriving particles is important to control the properties

of deposited film [1–6]. In addition, precise measurement of the spatial

and the temporal distributions of the electron density and the elec-

tron temperature is also required. The measurement technique such

as Thomson scattering could be taken into account in the future [7–11].

After obtaining precise informations on the electron density, the elec-

tron temperature, the Ti, Ti+, ArM and molecules densities, and the

ions energy distributions, a complete numerical model of high–pressure

magnetron sputtering plasmas should be constructed.

The high–pressure magnetron sputtering plasmas employing vari-

ous target materials should also be attempted. In addition, since it is

expected and few had reported that the addition of reactive gas may

drastically influence the ionization ratio of metal atoms, the applica-

tion of high–pressure magnetron sputtering plasmas for the deposi-

tion of compound films such as TiN and TiO2 should also be investi-

gated [12,13]. Lastly, the morphologies of surface and cross section of

the deposited films should be observed by scanning electron microscope

(SEM) and atomic force microscope (AFM). Moreover, the film prop-

erties such as crystallity and grain size should be investigated by x–ray

diffraction (XRD). These studies are essential before the films obtained

by high–pressure magnetron sputtering plasmas could be industrially

applied to the ULSIs’ fabrications [14].

7.2.2 High–presssure magnetron sputtering plas-

mas for particulates production

In chapter 6, it has been shown that Cu particulates were produced in

magnetron sputtering plasmas operated at gas pressures higher than
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200 mTorr. The mean size and the density of Cu particulates evaluated

by laser light scattering revealed that the diameter and the density of

Cu particulates in present magnetron sputtering plasmas changed dras-

tically with the discharge condition. In order to investigate the growth

processes of Cu particulates in the gas phase of magnetron sputtering

plasmas, the detection of small particulates at the initial time after

the plasma ignition is essential. Therefore, in the future, more ef-

fort should be paid in detecting a smaller particulates in the discharge

space. The polarization–sensitive laser light scattering, which have

been developed for detecting a particulate with a size below 20 nm, is

one of the potential technique for this subject [15,16].

On the other hand, we should also check the correlation between

the size of the particulates evaluated by in situ laser light scattering

with that evaluated by ex situ techniques such as SEM and AFM.

Lastly, since nanoparticles of various materials have been investigated

in wide range of application fields, an investigation on the production

processes of particulates of various materials in high–pressure mag-

netron sputtering plasmas are also required.
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